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I. Introduction

Shielded cables have been used extensively on aircraft, ground and space-

missile systems to reduce the electromagnetic coupling (crosstalk) between

electrical equipments which are interconnected by wires. The wires which

interconnect these electrical and electronic devices are generally routed in

densely-packed, cable bundles. The unintentional electromagnetic coupling or

crosstalk between these wires may be of sufficient magnitude to degrade the

performance of the equipments which the wires interconnect. In order to re-

duce this level of crosstalk, shielded cables and twisted pairs of wires have

been employed.

In order to assess the effectiveness of these prevention measures, it is

desirable to have prediction models which characterize this coupling. The

objective of this report is to investigate such prediction models for

shielded cables. Also we wish to show that a common practice - use of pig-

tails - can seriously degrade the effectiveness of braided-shield cables.

Experimental as well as computed results will be presented to show the effect

of these pigtails.

Shielded cables are predominantly of the braided-shield variety as shown

in Fig. 1. The braided-shield cable consists of a circular, cylindrical shield

which is composed of belts of wires, interwoven to provide flexibility and an

interior wire (the shielded wire) located on the axis of the shield as shown

in Fig. 1. The interior wire or shielded wire is of radius r and the shieldw

has interior radius r . The shield thickness, t, is approximately equal to

the diameter of the wires making up the braid which have radius rb, i.e.,

t s 2r . The shielded cable usually has an overall, insulating jacket of

thickness t., and the shield is woven in B belts of wires with a weave angle

of 0 as shown in Fig. 1. Each belt contains W wires. If the length of theW

shield is denoted by, Ps , then each braid wire is of length s/Cosow. The

medium internal to the shield and surrounding the interior, shielded wire is a

dielectric with permittivity e = c r v and permeability v = pv where the per-

mittivity and permeability of free space are denoted by tv and P respectively.

There exist other, less frequently used, types of shield constructions

such as solid, conduit types and tape-wound shields. These are discussed in

[1I. a
In terminating a braided-shield cable, for example, at a connector, the
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Fig. 1. Braided-shield construction.
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braid is often stripped back exposing the interior wire (the shielded wire)

as shown in Fig. 1. The braid is terminated (usually to a ground plane such

as an aircraft structural skin) via another wire which will be referred to as

the pigtail wire. These exposed terminal sections will be referred to as pig-

tails throughout this report although this use of the term is not standard.

The term pigtail is sometimes used elsewhere to denote the pigtail wire. The

lengths of the pigtail sections are denoted by "' and the length of the
p

shielded section of the cable is denoted by , The total length of the cable

is denoted bv'. ='- + 2 .. as shown in Fig. 1.

When braided-shield cables are terminated in connectors in this fashion,

the shielded wire is directly exposed over the pigtail sections to other wires

in the cable bundle which are also terminated at the connector as shown in

Fig. 2. If it is required to carry a shield connection through the connector,

a separate wire, the pigtail wire, connects the shield braid to an additional

connector pin. The various design handbooks [2,3,4] seem to recommend against

this procedure, however, it appears to be common nevertheless [5,6]. In fact,

the author has observed pigtail sections in excess of 6 inches. (The connec-

tor pins may also be considered to add an additional length to the pigtail

section.) In these installation configurations, the interior, shielded wire

isdirectly exposed to crosstalk from any adjacent wire in the cable bundle; no

intervening shield is present to restrict the crosstalk contribution over

the pigtail sections.

One of the purposes of this report will be to demonstrate that the

coupling over the pigtail sections may constitute the dominant coupling mech-

anism to the shielded cable. Even though the lengths of the pigtail sections,

2 --, may constitute only a minor fraction of the total cable length,*', we will

show that, depending on the values of the cable termination impedances, the

contribution to the received voltages at either end of the cable due to the pigtail

sections can be larger than the contribution over the (much longer) shielded

section. In this situation, the shield simply serves to reduce the exposed

length of the interior wire (2t ) from what it would be ('.) if no shield were
p

present. Thus the shield still provides a reduction in crosstalk. However it

will be shown that if the pigtail sections were eliminated, one could realize an

additional reduction in crosstalk of as much as 30 dB (over certain frequency

ranges). Thus the effectiveness of the shield in reducing crosstalk has been
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substantially reduced by the pigtail sections.

The second objective of this report is to investigate the feasibility of

developing a prediction model to accurately simulate the crosstalk to or from

a braided-shield cable. A transmission line model will be employed, and the

requisite, general background for this model is given in (7]. The earlier

work on predicting crosstalk to or from shielded cables has generally been

applicable to low-frequency models [8-10]. The term low-frequency is used

here to mean frequencies for which the cable is sufficiently short, electric-

ally, so that lumped circuit models provide adequate characterization. It

will be shown that this frequency limit is also a function of the cable ter-

minal impedances.

Some of the very early work of significance in characterizing shielded

cables was by Schelkunoff [11,12]. A surface transfer impedance relating the

shield current to the per-unit-length voltage drop (electric field) on the

interior and exterior shield surfaces was developed for solid shields. This

work has been extended to braided-shield cables in [14-19]. However, these

works concentrate on the vulnerability of braided-shield cables to external,

incident fields as opposed to coupling from other adjacent wire circuits in

cable bundles above a ground plane. A discussion and rather thorough bibli-

ography is given in [18].

There has been an attempt to characterize the crosstalk from adjacent

wire circuits via the transmission line model in [13]. However, the analysis

assumes weak coupling between the two circuits; that is, theback interaction of

the shield (pickup) circuit on the generating wire can be ignored. This weak

coupling assumption was also employed in a lumped circuit model in [10]. In a

later section we investigate the use of the distributed parameter, transmission

line model to characterize this coupling without invoking the weak coupling

assumption.

In this report, we will concentrate on the prediction of crosstalk to or

from braided-shield cables which are suspended above an infinite ground plane.

The three basic configurations are shown in Fig. 3. The first configuration

shown in Fig. 3(a) is referred to as the unshielded to unshielded configura-

tion (UU). This case, although not involving a shielded cable, is included
for completeness for the primary reason of having a structure to compare the

other structures in Fig. 3 to so that the effectiveness of the shield in

5
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reducing crosstalk can be assessed, quantitatively. The second configuration

is shown in Fig. 3(b) and is referred to as the unshielded to shielded con-

figuration (US). The third configuration shown in Fig. 3(c) is referred to

as the shielded to shielded configuration (SS). A fourth configuration not

shown in Fig. 3 will also be investigated. This configuration is referred to

as the shielded to unshielded configuration (SU) and differs from the un-

shielded to shielded configuration in Fig. 3(b) only in that the shield sur-

rounds the generator wire instead of the receptor wire.

For the cases in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) involving shielded cables, the total

line length.. will be divided into two pigtail sections each of identical

length',, and a shielded section of length s . Although the unshielded to
p

unshielded case in Fig. 3(a) contains no shields, we will, nevertheless,

divide the line length into the same corresponding lengths as for shielded

cables for later, illustrative purposes.

One wire with the ground plane will be referred to as the generator cir-

cuit and will be driven by a sinusoidal voltage source, VS, having source

impedance Z SG. This wire will be referred to as the generator wire. Another

wire with the ground plane will constitute the receptor circuit, and the wire

of this circuit will be referred to as the receptor wire. The generator wire

is terminated to ground in an impedance ZLG, and the ends of the receptor wire

are terminated to ground in impedances ZSR and Z LR. The first subscript on

these quantities refers to the appropriate end of the line, Source end or

Load end. The left end of each line will be referred to as the source end

although no actual source is present in the receptor line at this end. Simi-

* larly, the right end of each line will be referred to as the load end. The

second subscript refers to the appropriate circuit, Generator or Receptor.

In the experiment to be described, ZSG will be zero and all other termination

impedances will be purely resistive and equal, i.e., ZLG = Z = ZLR = R, as

is indicated in Fig. 3. The voltages Vi and V across the resistance at

the source end of the receptor circuit will be measured at discrete frequen-

cies, and we will be interested in the voltage transfer ratio V out/Vin as a

measure of the crosstalk between the two circuits, i.e.,

V
out

Voltage Transfer Ratio =

in

7



In each case involving braided shields, there are four possibilities for

shield grounding. The shield may be ungrounded at both ends (ungrounded).

grounded at the source end and ungrounded at the load end (single-end

grounded, source end), ungrounded at the source end and grounded at the load

end (single-end grounded, load end), and grounded at both ends (double-end

grounded). We will observe that, depending on the circuit terminal impedances,

there are some interesting and very significant differences in crosstalk re-

sulting from these various grounding configurations.

The report will be organized as follows. The experimental test config-

uration will be described in Section II. Section III will investigate the

effect of pigtails on crosstalk. It will be shown that even though the pig-

tail sections constitute only a small fraction of the total cable length (no

more than 4% in the results to be shown), they may constitute the dominant

coupling mechanism to the braided-shield cable. It will be shown rather

dramatically that one can obtain as much as 30 dB additional reduction in

crosstalk if these seemingly insignificant pigtail sections are eliminated.

Section IV will discuss a low-frequency, approximate model. This model,

although limited in applicability to a sufficiently small frequency, will

effectively serve to illustrate why pigtails have this rather dramatic effect

and will provide detailed insight into the coupling mechanism. Section V will

discuss'the effect of the shield grounding configuration. Section VI will

discuss the distributed parameter, transmission line model, and the predic-

tions of this model will be given in Section VII. Up to this point, the

pigtail wire lies parallel to the shielded wire over the

pigtail sections. The separation between these two wires is 0.5 cm. In

Section VIII, we will investigate the effect of varying the loop area between

the pigtail wire and the shielded wire. In some installations, the pigtail

wire is not terminated in a connector but is connected directly to the system

structure. The effect of this pigtail configuration will also be investigated

in Section VIII.

8



II. The Experiment

The experimental investigation of all three configurations shown in Fig.

3 (as well as the shielded to unshielded configuration) was conducted. The

total line length,, ., was 12 feet (3.6576 m) in all cases. The generator and

receptor wires were supported at a height of 1.5 cm above an aluminum ground

plane which was 1/8 inch in thickness. The generator wire circuit was driven

by a sinusoidal source, VS, and terminated in a resistance R. Both ends of

the receptor circuit were also terminated in a resistance R and two values of

R will be investigated, R = 50Q and R = 1kU.
These two values of R were chosen for the following reason. For the un-

shielded to unshielded case in Fig. 3(a), one can show [211 that for a suffi-

ciently small frequency, the received voltages across R at each end of the

receptor circuit can be separated into an inductive coupling component due to

mutual inductance between the two circuits and a capacitive coupling component

due to mutual capacitance between the two circuits. For the unshielded to

unshielded configuration investigated here, one can show that inductive coup-

ling dominates capacitive coupling for "low impedance loads" such as R = 50P

and vice-versa for "high impedance loads" such as R = lkQ. Previous experience

has shown that the response of coupled lines can be quite different for these

two coupling mechanisms. We will find this to be true for configurations in-

volving shielded cables although this concept has not been explicitly shown

for shielded cables as was done for unshielded cables in [211.

The measured voltages will be Vin at the input to the generator line and

V across the resistance R at the source end of the receptor circuit. Weout

will be interested in the voltage transfer ratio
V

Voltage Transfer Ratio =out
Vin

between the two circuits. The voltages Vou t and Vin will be measured in steps

of 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 in each decade from 100 Hz to 100 MHz,

and the voltage transfer ratio will be plotted on the graphs at these dis-

crete frequencies. The measurement and excitation equipment are

Frequency Range

(1) HP 8405A Vector Voltmeter 1 MHz 1 100 MHz

(2) HP 3400A RMS Voltmeter 100 Hz I 1 MHz

9



Frequency Range

(3) HP 205AG Audio Signal Generator 100 Hz - 15k Hz

(4) HP 8601A Generator/sweeper 1 MHz + 100 MHz

(5) Wavetek 134 Sweep Generator 15k Hz - 1 MHz

(6) Tektronix DC502 Counter 100 Hz - 100 MHz

Photographs of the experimental setup are shown in Fig. 4.

Several configurations of shield grounding will be investigated in

Section V. In Section III, the shields will be grounded at both ends via the

pigtail wires as shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). The pigtail wires are #20 gauge,

solid, copper (bare) wires which are placed parallel to the shielded wires at

a distance of 0.5 cm from these wires. The pigtail wires are also maintained

at a height of 1.5 cm above the ground plane. Three lengths of pigtail sec-

tions were investigated: " f 0.5 cm (-1/4 inch), ,- = 3 cm (-l 1/4 inches)
p p

and - 8 cm (-3 1/4 inches).
p
In the unshielded to unshielded case shown in Fig. 3(a), the two wires

were #22 gauge, stranded, copper wires with teflon insulation. In the un-

shielded to shielded case in Fig. 3(b) and the shielded to unshielded case,

the unshielded wire was a #20 gauge, solid, copper wire with PVC insulation

17 mils in thickness. The characteristics of the braided-shield cables are

(see Fig. 1):

Interior wire #22 gauge stranded rw = 12.65 mils

Interior insulation (Teflon) c r - 2.1

Interior shield radius r - 35 milss

Braid wires #36 gauge rb = 2.5 mils

Weave angle 0w a 30 degrees

Number of belts B - 16

Number of wires per belt W = 4

Overall, nylon jacket of thickness t = 5 mils
j

The cross-sectional dimensions of the individual configurations are shown

in Fig. 5. In the unshielded to unshielded configuration, two separations will

be investigated. (See Fig. 5(a).) The SEPARATION: TOUCHING configuration has

a separation of .23 cm corresponding to the shielded to shielded case, and the

SEPARATION: WIDE configuration has a separation of 1.5 cm.

10
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Fig. 4. The experimental configuration (continued).
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In the unshielded to shielded and shielded to unshielded configurations

two wire separations were investigated as shown in Fig. 5(b): .198 cm and

1.5 cm. The .198 cm separation occurs when the wires are taped together and

is denoted on the graphs by SEPARATION: TOUCHING. The 1.5 cm separation is

denoted on the graphs by SEPARATION : WIDE.

In the shielded to shielded configuration, two separations are also

investigated. In the SEPARATION: TOUCHING case, the two shields are taped

together resulting in a separation of .23 cm. In the SEPARATION: WIDE case,

the shields are separated by 1.5 cm. For the WIDE separation only the 8.0 cm

pigtail section lengths were investigated. The sensitivity of the measurement

equipment was such that the crosstalk could not be measured for the 0.5 cm

pigtail section lengths for the shielded to shielded case and WIDE separation.

14



III. Effect of Pigtails

For the unshielded to shielded case in Fig. 3(b) (and the shielded to un-

shielded case), the experimental and computed data indicate that, for a suffi-

ciently small frequency, it is possible to superimpose the pigtail coupling

and the coupling over the shielded section as shown in Fig. 6 and described in

Section IV, i.e.,

Vout Vleft pigtail + Vshielded section + Vright pigtail (3-1)

Based on the observation that the lengths of the pigtail sections usually con-

stitute only a very smail portion of the total line length (0.3% - 4% in the

results to be shown), one might suspect that the pigtail coupling is insig-

nificant. Cases will be shown which illustrate that, depending on the load

impedances,
Vleft pigtail > shielded section

Vright pigtail > shielded section

Therefore for these situations, the portion of the coupled voltage, Vou t ' over

the shielded section, Vhildd ti is obscured by the pigtail coupling.

This does not imply that the effectiveness of the shield is totally de-

stroyed. On the contrary, when the dominant coupling occurs via the pigtail

sections, the shield simply serves to reduce the exposed section of the interior

shielded wire from what it would be if no shield were present. Thus the

shield provides an "optical" coverage of the interior wire for

these situations. Nevertheless, we will show experimental results which point

out that when pigtail sections constitute only a "small" portion of the totalp

cable length, ,, for example, 4% of.,, the total coupling can be some 30 dB

over the coupling which would result if the pigtail section lengths were mini-

mized such as 0.3% of -. Thus the effectiveness of the shield is substantially

reduced by these pigtails. These concepts also appear to apply to the

shielded to shielded case in Fig. 3(c) in a similar fashion.

The experimental results are contained in Appendix A. In these results,

three values of pigtail section lengths are investigated: 0.5 cm (-1/4 inch),

3.0 cm (-1 1/4 inches) and 8.0 cm (-3 1/4 inches). The results for R = 50SI

and TOUCHING separation are shown for the unshielded to shielded case and all
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shield grounding configurations in Fig. A-1 through A-4. Note in Fig. A-I

for both ends of the shield grounded, a change in pigtail length from 0.5 cm

(0.3% of;*) to 8.0 cm (4% of;") results in a maximum increase of some 30 dB

(at 1 MHz). For the other shield grounding configurations shown in Fig. A-2

through A-4, there is virtually no difference in coupling for the different

pigtail lengths. The low frequency model discussed in the following section

seems to explain this phenomenon.

The corresponding results for R = 50s and the WIDE separation are shown

in Fig. A-5 through A-8. There are essentially no differences in the conclu-

sions to be drawn for this separation and the TOUCHING separation.

The results for R = lk2 and the TOUCHING separation are shown in Fig.

A-9 through A-12. There are some significant differences between these re-

sults and the corresponding results for R = 50Q). Note in Fig. A-9 for both

ends of the shield grounded, that there is a maximum difference in crosstalk

for the three pigtail lengths on the order of 25 dB, and the pigtail effect

extends to well below lk Hz although not to the same degree as at the higher

frequencies. Note also in Fig. A-10 and A-lI for the single-end grounded

case that there is a difference in crosstalk for the different pigtail lengths

as opposed to the R = 50 case. The low-frequency model discussed in the fol-

lowing section also seems to explain these phenomena.

The corresponding results for R = ikQ and the WIDE separation are shown

in Fig. A-13 through Fig. A-16. Again there are no major differences in the

conclusions to be drawn for this separation and the corresponding results for

the TOUCHING separation.

A similar effect is observed for coupling from a shielded ca!'e to

another shielded cable (SS). These results are shown for the TOUCHING separa-

tion in Fig. A-17 (R = 50Q) and Fig. A-18 (R = ikQ). Note in Fig. A-17 for

R = 50E2 a change in pigtail length from 0.5 cm (both ends of both cables) to

8 cm (both ends of both cables) results in an increase of at least 30 dB.

Measurements of the coupling at 250 kHz and 300 kHz could not be obtained

since the coupling levels were below the sensitivity of the measurement equip-

ment. The results for R = ikQ given in Fig. A-18 show a similar, dramatic

effect of pigtail length, and there is a more widespread increase in coupling

of some 25 dB from 30 kHz to 10 MHz with an increase in pigtail lengths from

0.5 cm to 8 cm.
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To further illustrate the effects of pigtails, we will compare the pre-

vious results for unshielded to shielded coupling and shielded to shielded

coupling to the crosstaLk between two unshielded wires. These results for

R = 50Q, 0.5 cm pigtails on the shielded cables and both ends of each shield

grounded are shown in Fig. A-19. The corresponding results for R = 50Q and

8 cm pigtails are shown in Fig. A-20. The results for R = lkQ and for 0.5 cm

pigtails and 8 cm pigtails are shown in Fig. A-21 and A-22, respectively.

Comparing Fig. A-19 and Fig. A-20, we observe that the difference in cross-

talk between the case of two unshielded wires and two shielded wires de-

creases from approximately 60 dB to 35 dB from 300 kHz to I MHz when the pig-

tails are increased from 0.5 cm to 8 cm. The corresponding results for the

WIDE separation are shown for R = 50SQ in Fig. A-23 and for R = lkQ in Fig. A-24.

It is interesting to note that for the R = 50Q cases in Fig. A-19,

Fig. A-20 and Fig. A-23 that when pigtail coupling is dominant, the unshielded

to shielded and the shielded to shielded results are not identical. For

example, we will show in the next section that for R = 50Q, pigtail coupling

is dominant above approximately I MHz in Fig. A-19, above approximately 100 kHz

in Fig. A-20 and above approximately 100 kHz in Fig. A-23. (See also Fig.

A-17.) However, when pigtail coupling is dominant, it may appear that the

corresponding unshielded to shielded and shielded to shielded results should

be identical since the pigtail sections are of the same length. However, there

is an important difference; there is an additional pigtail wire on the genera-

tor circuit in the shielded to shielded case which is not present in the un-

shielded to shielded case. In Section VI, the multiconductor transmission line

model predictions for all these cases are within 1.5 dB of the appropriate

experimental results. The multiconductor transmission line model includes

the presence of and interactions between all adjacent conductors (all pigtail

wires and the generator and receptor wires). Thus the pigtail wires

in the shielded to shielded case appear to have a substanti3l ofeet.

Note also that for 8 cm pigtails and R = lkQ in Fig. A-22 and Fig. A-24

that there is virtually no difference between the unshielded to shielded cou-

pling and the shielded to shielded coupling. This again occurs because pig-

tail coupling is dominant. The oigtail wires seem

to have much less of an effect than for R = 50SI as discussed above, and the

multiconductor transmission line model ;,Cedicts these results quite well.
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Also for the 0.5 cm pigtails in Fig. A-21, pigtail coupling is dominant

above approximately *30 kHz.

These results indicate that a worthwhile objective in the installation

of braided shield cables would be to eliminate, or at least minimize, the

pigtail sections. In this experiment, the 8 cm pigtails constituted

only 47( of the total line length, and the 0.5 cm pigtails constituted Only

0.37 of the total line length. Thus it is clear that pigtail section lengths

which constitute only a small fraction of the total cable length are not in-

significant from the standpoint of affecting crosstalk to or from a braided-

shield cable.

It is also of related interest to examine the difference between cross-

talk for the unshielded to shielded configuration (US) shown in Fig. 3(b) and

the shielded to unshielded configuration (SU). These results are compared in

Fig. B-l through Fig. B-16. It is clear from these results that the US and

SU configurations are reciprocal when the line is electrically short. When

the line is not electrically short, for example above 800 kHz (= some
10)0

results show differences between the US and SU configurations (for example,

see Fig. B-10).
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IV. A Low-Frequenty Model

The results of the previous section indicate that pigtails can result in

a significant degradation in the effectiveness of a shielded cable in the

reduction of crosstalk. The purpose of this section is to develop an approx-

imate prediction model which seems to explain this pigtail effect. The model

to be developed relies on the frequency being sufficiently small and is there-

fore referred to as a low-frequency model. The line must be sufficiently

short in electrical length so that a lumped circuit model of the line is valid.

However, an electrically short line is necessary but not sufficient to insure

the validity of the model. The computed results will show that the range of

frequencies for which the model is valid also depends on the values of the line

termination impedances. Thus it is not possible to state a frequency range

in terms of line length, e.g.,X < -- A, for which the model will be valid in

all cases. Nevertheless, the model will be useful in indicating qualitative

effects of the pigtails, and the valid frequency range will be clear when the

model predictions are compared to the appropriate experimental results. The

results of this section rely on the results in [8], [21] and [32].

For the unshielded to unshielded configuration in Fig. 3(a) and a suffi-

ciently small frequency, it was shown in [21] that we may separate the por-

tions of the received voltage, Vou t ' across ZSR into inductive and capacitive

coupling contributions. The inductive coupling contribution is given by [21]

zZSRZvIN (,,,1R ) I1 (4-1a)
out = 

(SR + ZLR )

and the capacitive coupling contribution is given by [21]
CAP SR ZLR

= CPLR ) (, G )V (4-1b)out "ZSR + Z LR G

where ZGR is the per-unit-length mutual inductance and c GR is the per-unit-

length mutual capacitance between the generator and receptor wires. The cor-

responding result for the received voltage across ZLR is obtained by replacing

ZSR (ZLR) in (4-1) by ZLR (ZSR) and the sign of the inductive coupling term
becomes negative [211. The items l and V are the low-frequency current

and voltage, respectively, of the generator line and are given by
V

S (4-2a)
G z + z

SG L(;
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V = + V (4-2b)
ZSG ZLG

The input voltage to the line is approximately V.in = VG"

The per-unit-length mutual inductance is given by [71

v4h G hR
2. R- 4 n [I + d- R H/m (4-3)

The quantities hG and hR are the heights of the generator and receptor wires,

respectively, above the ground plane. For the experiment, hG 
= hR = 1.5 cm.

The quantity dGR is the separation between the generator and receptor wires.

For the experiment, d = 0.23 cm or d = 1.5 cm.
'GR CR

The mutual capacitance, cGR, is computed in a similar fashion [7]. We

form the 2 x 2 per-unit-length inductance matrix

L= CG G  R] H/m (4-4)

GR RPJ

where ZGG and ZRR are the per-unit-length self inductances of the generator

and receptor circuits, respectivelywhich are given by [7]

2h2.G v r (4-5a)£GG , 2--

v 2h R

zRR n (R (4-5b)

The quantities rwG and r wR are the radii of the generator and receptor wires,

respectively. For the experiment, rwG = rwR = 12.65 mils. The per-unit-

length capacitance matrix of this configuration is written as [7]

C L GG + CR GR GR F/m (4-6)

-CGR (cRR + cGR
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where CGG and c RR are the appropriate, per-unit-length self capacitances of

the circuits. If we ignore the dielectric insulations of the wires, then [7]

C = c L-  (4-7)

- v-

where L-1 is the inverse of L. From this result we obtain

£GR
cGR i (4-8)

where JLJis the determinant of L. From the results of [21] we may write, in

terms of the above quantities,

V =VIND + VCAP (4-9)
out out out

which is valid for a sufficiently small frequency.

Although there are no pigtail or shielded sections in the unshielded

to unshielded configuration in Fig. 3(a), we will find it helpful to separate

the total line length ; into three sections corresponding to the pigtail and

shielded sections of Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c). Thus = 2X + X, and (4-1a)
p s

and (4-1b) may be separated as (for comparison with the shielded cable con-

figurations in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c))

.. .. zIND = SR (p + + ) (4-10a)
Vout =(ZSR + zLR) jGR G s p

CAP SR ZLR

vCAP "ZSR + ) jW c V (X + X +tp) (4-10b)
out S + ZLR CGR p p

Since the line length factors out of the inductive and capacitive coupling

expressions as in (4-10), it is clear from (4-10) that the total coupling may

be considered to be the superposition of the inductive and capacitive coupling

contributions over the individual sections of the line for a sufficiently

small frequency such that (4-1) holds.

Although the corresponding results for the unshielded to shielded config-

uration in Fig. 3(b) have not been rigorously derived as for the unshielded

to unshielded configuration above, we will suppose that the same principle

of superposition of the coupling over the individual, coupled sections holds
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for a suif icient ly smal frequency in a similar fashion as shown in Fig. 6

Cor the Co I lowing reasons. If the frequency is sufficiently small so that

the I ine and any sect iol are el ect rica I ly short, the i mpedance seen at the

end of each sect ion is approximately the impedance at the appropriate end of

the I Ine as i nd icated in Fig. 6. Thus the coupling over each section can

be calculated by moving the load impedances to the appropriate ends of the

section and considering three individual coupling problems as shown in Fig.

6. The voltages induced at the leIt end of each section, for example,

asilded sect andl rigit pigtail due to coupling over these sections

ind ividua I ly may then be transferred to the point of measurement of Vout

since the section of the receptor line between V and the left end of aout

section is alse electrically short as indicated in Fig. 6.

Consequently, we need to consider three separate coupling calculations

shown in Fig. 6. The coupling over the pigtail sections is computed in a

fashion similar to the unshielded to unshielded configuration with the ex-

ception that the per-unit-length mutual capacitance cGR is computed in the

presence of the pigtail wires. The coupling over the shielded section

relies on the result of Mohr [8] which will be explained in detail. (See

also ! 32.)

With regard to the superposition of the coupling contributions over the

individual sections of the unshielded to shielded configuration in Fig. 3(b)

as discussed above, we obtain the following relations. The pigtail coupling

contributions are divided into inductive contributions:

VIND ZSR ) I(4-11a)
left pigtail Z SR + ZLR GRp G(

vIND =VIND (4-IIb)
right pigtail left pigtail

and capacitive contributions:

z z
CAP SR LR . -(

left pigtail SR + ZLR GR G

vCAP VCAP (4-12b)

right pigtail left pigtail
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in a fashion similar to the unshielded to unshielded case. IC and VG are

again given by (4-2a) and (4-2b).

The per-unit-length mutual inductance, GR' and mutual capacitance, CGR ,

between the generator and receptor wires are computed, for this case, in the

presence of the pigtail wires as opposed to the unshielded to unshielded case.

The per-unit-length mutual inductance is essentially the same as Lhe un-

shielded to unshielded case and is given in (4-3). The per-unit-length

capacitance, CGR , however is different from (4-8). We form the 3 x 3 per-

unit-length inductance matrix of the generator, receptor and pigtail wires as

GG zGR GP

L = GR kRR z RP H/m (4-13a)

L GP zRP zPPJ

where X GG' kRR t are the per-unit-length self-inductances of the generator,
G'R'pp

receptor and pigtail wires, respectively, and kGR' zGP' kRP are the corre-

sponding mutual inductances. If we ignore the dielectric insulations of the

generator and receptor wires (the pigtail wire is bare in the experiment), we

may compute the 3 x 3 per-unit-length capacitance matrix as

C= L- 1
- V V ~

C GG + CGR + c p) -CGR -c GP

-CGR (CRR + cGR + CR) -cRP F/m

-c GP -cRP (cp + + cRP) (4-13b)

where cGG, cRR, Cpp are the per-unit-length self-capacitances of the appropri-

ate circuits and cGR , cGPI cRP are the appropriate per-unit-length mutual

capacitances. From this result we obtain

(ZC R z - 9 GR k )
= RP CR F/m (4-14)

cGR ~vv 2
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A similar principle is applied to the shielded section and is based on

the results of Mohr (8]. We will presume that grounding at least one end of

the shield reduces the capacitive coupling over the shielded section to essen-

tially zero, i.e., CAP 0 (4-15)

shielded section

The inductive coupling is not zero due to the finite impedance of the shield

as pointed out by Mohr [8]. (See also the discussion in L32].) The results of

[81 provide Z Z
VIND ZSR ... J SGS (4-16ZS

shielded section (ZSR + ZLR IG(ZGSHJ ,SS )Z (4-16)

where k GS is the per-unit-length mutual inductance between the generator wire

and the shield [7] and

1' 4hGh S

k -y n [1 + d I H/m (4-17)
GS GR = 41 dGS 2

where hS = hR and d = d GR. IG is given by (4-2a). The term ZSS is the per-

unit-length self-inductance of the shield above ground given by [71

2. v i 2hs
Z Z H/rn (4-18)

SS 2r (r + t)

and Z is the total impedance of the shield braid.

The result in (4-16) can be derived in the following manner. As a pre-

liminary requirement we will assume that the frequency is sufficiently small

so that each current is uniformly distributed over the appropriate conductor

cross-section, i.e., skin effect may be neglected. Clearly, if the shield

were a solid, cylindrical conductor instead of being composed of wire braids,

the currents carried by the shield would concentrate towards the shield sur-

faces as the frequency is increased. If the shield wall thickness is less

than, say, one skin depth, then it is probably reasonable to assume a uniform

distribution of current over its cross section. The skin depth, 6, is given by

6 1 -(4-19)

v
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where a = 5.8 x 107 is the conductivity of copper. If we approximate the

shield as being a cylinder with wall thickness equal to the diameter of the

strands of the braid, ts = 2rb = 5.0 mils, then the wall thickness would be

one skin depth at a frequency of 270.8 kHz. From the standpoint of this low-

frequency, approximate model we will therefore presume the current to be dis-

tributed uniformly over the shield cross section.

Consider a cross section of the line shown in Fig. 7 in which the cur-

rents are uniformly distributed over the conductor cross sections. The mutual

inductance Z GR relates the generator wire current, IG' to the magnetic flux

passing between the receptor wire and the ground plane. The mutual inductance

ZGS relates the generator wire current, IG9 to the magnetic flux passing be-

tween the shield and the ground plane. Each of these fluxes induce a voltage

in the appropriate circuit as shown in Fig. 8. Each of these induced voltage

sources also produces a current circulating in the appropriate circuit as

shown in Fig. 8. In addition, the induced shield current, IS, induces, via a

second-order effect, an additional voltage source in the receptor circuit via

the mutual inductance tRS between the receptor circuit and the shield as shown

in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, we have shown the total impedance of the shield braid,

ZSH' and the self inductance of the shield with the ground plane, XSS Is" The

self impedances of rhe generator and receptor wires are neglected. The cur-

rent induced in the shield-ground plane circuit due to the generator current

is

j 119, X I
iS =G-ZSH + - CSS s  (4-20)

The receptor wire induced current due to the generator wire current and the

shield current is

-jWZ.~I-j9 ISI
I AR = G C RSs (4-21)

SR LR

The resultant voltage across Z becomes
SR

V --z 14-2shielded section SR R (4-22)

Combining (4-20), (4-21) and (4-22) we obtain
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Fig. 8. The low-frequency equivalent circuit for
the unshielded to shielded configuration.
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shielded section Z +ZLR CR s RS s Z + 4)11

(4-23)

ZsR j , 2z Xsz_;r + Z+ r
SR........ GCR -; S s RS s GS s

Z +Z Z + j,,, '.SSX~SR LR SH SS s

Here we have only considered first-order effects from the generator current to

the receptor wire and to the shield and a second-order effect from the shield

to the receptor wire.

Note that the self inductance of the shield with the ground plane, ,S

is approximately the same as the mutual inductance between the receptor wire

and the shield RS' i.e.,

zRS € ZSS (4-24)

Similarly, the mutual inductance between the generator and receptor wires,

z GR' and the mutual inductance between the generator wire and the shield, CS,
are approximately the same, i.e.,

-- C C(4-25)GR £GS

These results follow from the definitions of self and mutual inductance. For

example, to show (4-24), we observe that ZRS is the ratio of the flux passing

between the shield and the ground plane to the receptor wire current. Simi-

larly, kSS is the ratio of the flux passing between the shield and the ground

plane to the shield current. Assuming that the receptor and shield currents

are uniformly distributed over the cross sections of these conductors then it

would make little difference in the computation of ZRS and ZSS whether the

shield current is in the shield wall or concentrated at the center of the

shield (the position of the receptor wire). Thus it is clear that R
RS 55*

Substituting (4-24) and (4-25) into (4-23) results in

VZ SR j "aZ S s + S H  T1(-6Vshielded section ZSR t. ZLR 'ZsZH (4j-2SSs)

where we have replaced ZGR with via (4-25).
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The term ZSH in (4-16) is the total impedance of the shield braid and is

computed in the following approximate manner. First we compute the per-unit-

length impedance of an isolated strand of the braid

zST = rST + jJST W/m (4-27)

This calculation is standard and is described in [22]. An approximation to

the exact result for this isolated strand is given by the following. We first

compute the per-unit-length D-C resistance

r0  2 /m (4-28)

and per-unit-length D-C internal inductance

to 8g7T Him

(4-29)

= .5 x 10
- 7 -

of each strand where rb is the strand radius. In terms of these parameters,

the resistance, rST, and igter~al inductance, kST' of th strand are approxi-

mated by [22]

(I) rb < 6

rST r 0 (4-30a)

zST 0

(II) 6 < rb < 36

1rb
rST =( + 3) r (4-30b)

r
1ST = [1.15- .15(-A)Iio
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(III) rb 36

rb

rST =b2-- ro (4-30c)

26
ST rb 0

We will further assume that the shield consists of a total of all wire

strands connected electrically in parallel. If the braid consists of B belts

with W wires per belt then a total of BW wires are connected in parallel.

The weave angle of the belts, 0ws causes the actual length of the braid wires

to be longer than the shield length, X, by a factor of cosOw. Thus the

shield impedance is taken to be

z ST 
s

ST = - (4-31)
SH BW cosO

w

The equations for the individual braid wire impedances given in (4-30)

include skin effect but presume a current distribution over the cross section

of the braid wire which is symmetric about the wire axis. The close proximity

of the wires in the braid obviously invalidates this symmetric current assump-

tion to some degree. We choose to ignore this practicality since, the calcu-

lation of. the. eat Ma1ue of. shield impedance appears to be a formidable

problem and the model predictions based on the symmetric current assumption in

the braid wires prove to be adequate as is shown later in this section.

It should be noted that Mohr, in a publication [9] subsequent to [8], and

Shenfeld in [101 pointed out that, theoretically, equation (4-16) is not

correct. The shield effectiveness term in (4-16)

ZSH

ZSH + SSs

is amended by Mohr in [9] to be

ZT

ZT + ju2SSz

and by Shenfeld in [10] to be
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ZT

Z +~ jw
SH SS s

The quantity Z is the shield surface transfer impedance and an equation for
- T

braided shields such as were used in this investigation is given by Vance [16].

Although Vance's result was derived for an isolated, braided-shield cable with

no ground plane present, we will nevertheless, use his result for our configu-

rations.

The surface transfer impedance relates the axial, induced electric field

(V/m) on one surface of the shield to the current on the other surface and was

originally developed by Schelkunoff for solid, cylindrical shields [11,18].

For a solid, cylindrical shield and a frequency which is sufficiently small so

that the current is uniformly distributed (or approximately so) over the

shield cross section, it becomes clear that ZT and Z SH are equivalent. Using

Vance's expression for ZT, we will show in Section VI that ZT and ZSH are

virtually identical for the braided shield which was used in the investigation

below 1 MHz. In fact, both expressions are approximately equal to the D-C

resistance of the shield braid below 1 MHz so that we could have simply used

the D-C resistance of the shield braid up to 1 MHz in (4-16) instead of ZSH.

Thus, for the purposes of the low-frequency model it is irrelevant which term

is used in (4-16). We chose to use ZSH. A more complete discussion of the

concept of surface transfer impedance will be given in Section VI.

For frequencies such that the shield-ground plane self-inductance,

W k is less than the shield self-impedance, ZSH, (4-16) becomesSS s S

rIND Z SR jG I (4-32)
shielded section ZSR + Z LR GR s G

Wk F << Z
SS s SH

where ZGR = Z GS Note that (4-32) is identical to the inductive coupling to

the shieldedwire over the shielded section if no shield were present. (See

(4-1a) with substituted fort.) It is also the result if the shield wereS

not grounded at both ends since for this situation, we may substitute Z =

in (4-16).

For higher frequencies, (4-16) becomes
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vIND ,SR i (4-33)
shielded sect Loll + Z ZSH 9SS

SR SS

SS SH

so that the inductive coupling over the shielded section is independent of
frequency. (Frequency dependence of the termination impedances, Z and Z

SR LR'

as well as ZSH, however result in a frequency dependence of (4-33). For our

results, Z SR and Z LR are purely resistive and Z SH shows only a minor frequency

dependenceover the frequency range for which this model will be used.) As

discussed by Ott [32], this seems to occur because for frequencies such that

"I, X >>ZS the majority of the shielded (receptor) wire current returns
SS S *SH'

via the shield instead of the ground plane thus reducing the loop area for

coupling.

Thus, according to (4-16), for the shield to reduce the inductive coupling

to the shielded wire over the shielded section, it should be grounded at both

ends and the frequency must be such that w S - 7S. As for capacitive cou-
SS 11 SH'

pling to the shielded wire over the shielded section, the shield need be

grounded at only one end to achieve a substantial reduction in this component

of the total coupling.

Therefore, the superposition of these various coupling factors takes the

form

V =vIND CAP
out left pigtail + left pigtail

_IND

shielded section ,shielded section (4-34)

+ VIND + VCAP
right pigtail right pigtail

The capacitve coupling over the shielded section, V CAP is not
shielded section' i o

taken to be zero unless at least one end of the shield is grounded. Each of

these factors will be plotted sepa-rately against the experimental results.

t See Appendix C.
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The left and right pigtail factors will be combined as

vIND IND + vIND
pigtail left pigtail right pigtail (435a)

vCAP .CAP + vCAP
pigtail left pigtail right pigtail (4-35b)

For the shielded to shielded case shown in Fig. 3(c), we apply a similar

principle of superimposing the coupling over the individual segments. The

pigtail coupling contributions are identical in form to the unshielded to

shielded case given in (4-11) and (4-12). The per-unit-length mutual induc-

tance ZGR is given by (4-3). However the per-unit-length capacitance, CGR, is

different from the unshielded to shielded case since one should include the

effect of the pigtail wire of the generator circuit shield. This may be

accommodated by using the 4 x 4 per-unit-length inductance and capacitance

matrices similar to (4-13) and again using the relation C = v e L- 1 to com-

pute cGR. The inductive coupling contribution over the shielded section is

changed to account for an additional shield on the generator circuit and we

obtain in a similar fashion to the unshielded to shielded case [8]

zG 
ZR

V IND SR .(*w In -SH SH (4-3)
shielded ic s+LR Z+Z GRs)IG ZG+S.G ZR R

SH SS

where ZG (ZR) and XG (R ) are the shield impedance and self inductance with
SH SH SS 55

the ground plane, respectively, of the generator (receptor) circuit shield.

We will again presume that the capacitive coupling contribution over the

shielded section is zero when at least one end of the shield is grounded.

The received voltage across Z can be obtained by substituting ZsR(ZLR) for
LRSRL

Z (Z ) in the above equations and changing the sign of (4-36) and (4-16).
LR SR

The calculation of the per-unit-length mutual inductance, kGR' over the

pigtail sections is essentially the same for all of the three cases (un-

shielded to unshielded, unshielded to shielded, and shielded to shielded)

and is given by (4-3). However, the calculation of the per-unit-length mutual

capacitance, cGR, over the pigtail sections is,theoretically, affected by

the pigtail wires as indicated above. Practically, however, it appears that

the pigtail wires have little effect on c GR (at least for this configuration
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and these dimensions). For example, CGR for unshielded to unshielded, un-

shielded to shielded and shielded to shielded were computed to be 10.3 pF/m,

11.8 pF/m, and 9.05 pF/m, respectively. Thus the per-unit-length mutual

capacitance CR over the pigtail sections may be reasonably calculated for

these dimensions by ignoring the pigtail wires. For other dimensions and pig-

tail configurations, however, this may not be true.

These low-frequency models do not take into account the pigtail wires

over the pigtail sections except in the computation of cGR. The interaction

between the pigtail wires and the generator and receptor wires is not taken

into account. In Section VI, the multiconductor transmission line model will

be formulated. This model takes into account the presence of and interaction

between all adjacent conductors (e.g., the pigtail wires and the generator

and receptor wires). We will find that in the shielded to shielded case, the

pigtail wires have a substantial effect on the coupling

for R = 502 (on the order of 10 dB - 20 dB) which is predicted by the

multiconductor transmission line model within 1.5 dB. Thus these low-fre-

quency models may be used for obtaining only first-order, conservative es-

timates of the crosstalk, although the principle of superimposing the coupling

contributions over the pigtail and shielded sections seems to be valid.

Now we compare the predictions of the above low-frequency models to the

experimental results. These graphs are contained in Appendix C.

The results for the unshielded to unshielded configuration illustrated

in Fig. 3(a) are shown for the TOUCHING separation for R = 50Q in Fig. C-i

and for R = lkQ in Fig. C-2. Note that for R = 50Q, the coupling is pre-

dominantly inductive and the low-frequency model provides prediction accu-

racies within I dB for frequencies less than 2 MHz. (The line is approximaLely

1/30 X in length at 3 MHz.) For R = IkQ, the coupling is predominantly ca-

pacitive. However the prediction accuracy of the low-frequency model is not

as good as for R = 502 but is typically within 6 dB. This relatively poor

prediction when capacitive coupling is dominant is attributable to the close

proximity of the wires (.23 cm) and the fact that the calculation of the

mutual capacitance CGR ignored the presence of the wire insulation dielectric.

In Appendix G it is shown that the dielectric insulation may increase the

mutual capacitance, cGR, by factors of as much as 1.96 (5.85 dB) for the

TOUCHING separation and 1.2 (1.6 dB) for the WIDE separation. Thus the ca-
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pactive coupling contributions in Appendix C should be increased by approxi-

mately these amounts. Thus the predictions for R = lkQ in Fig. C-2 are

truly in error by only about 2 dB. Due to the dominance of inductive cou-

pling for R = 50R, the result in Fig. C-i is virtually unaffected by the

dielectric insulation. The corresponding results for the WIDE separation

are shown in Fig. C-3 and Fig. C-4. Note that for R = IkQ and the WIDE

separation in Fig. C-4 that the predictions of the low frequency model are

quite good even though capacitive coupling is dominant and the wire insulation

dielectric was neglected in computing cGR. This result also indicates that

the poor predictions for R = lki2 and the TOUCHING separation in Fig. C-2 are

due to neglecting the insulation dielectric in computing cGR.

The predictions of the low-frequency model for the unshielded to shielded

configuration illustrated in Fig. 3(b) are given in Fic. C-5 through Fig. C-12.

The results for R = 500 are given in Fig. C-5 through Fig. C-8. Note in Fig.

C-5 for the TOUCHING separation and .5 cm pigtails that the low-frequency model

provides good predictions (within 1 dB) up to 800 kHz ( j-LX). Also observe

that the coupling is due predominantly to the shielded section below 1 MHz.

The corresponding results for the 8 cm pigtails are shown in Fig. C-6. Again,

we obtain good predictions with the low-frequency model up to 3 MHz. How-

ever, note that above 100 kHz, the predominant coupling is via the pigtails

and is inductive. The pigtail coupling, although "small", is larger than the

coupling over the shielded section above 100 kHz and thus becomes the dominant

coupling factor. The corresponding results for R = 50Q, and WIDE separation

(1.5 cm) are given in Fig. C-7 and Fig. C-8 and result in the same observa-

tions. The dielectric insulation has virtually no effect on the results in

Fig. C-5 through Fig. C-8 since inductive coupling is predominant.

The results for unshielded to shielded and R = MkQ are shown in Fig. C-9

through Fig. C-12. Note in Fig. C-9 for the TOUCHING separation and .5 cm

pigtails that the low-frequency model provides good predictions up to 1 MHz.

Below 100 kHz, the coupling over the shielded section is dominant. Above

100 kHz the pigtail coupling becomes dominant and is capacitive. The results

for the TCUCHING separation and 8 cm pigtails are shown in Fig. C-1O. In

Fig. C-10, we observe that the shield (inductive) coupling and pigtail (capa-

citive) coupling are equal below 2 kHz above which the pigtail (capacitive)

coupling dominates. The capacitive coupling should be increased by approxi-
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mately 5 dB to account for the dielectric. The predictions then show a modest

error of approximately I dB. The corresponding results for R = lkQ and the

WTI)E separation (1.5 cm) are shown in Fig. C-Il and Fig. C-12 and result in

the same observations. For these WIDE separations, the dielectric insulations

increase CGR by only about 1.5 dB so only a minor increase in the canacitive

coupling predictions result.

The corresponding results for the shielded to shielded configuration and

the TOUCHING separations are shown in Fig. C-13 through Fig. C-16. The di-

electric insulations of the wires once again increase the mutual capacitance,

cGR, of the pigtails by approximately 5 dB for these TOUCHING separations.

Thus the pigtail capacitive coupling predictions should be increased by ap-

proximately this amount and the resulting total predictions are in error by

only about 1.5 dB. The "overpredictions" of the low-frequency model for

R = 50 2 when pigtail coupling is dominant are again apparently due to the

presence of the pigtail wires as discussed previously. The results for

the WIDE separation and 8 cm pigtails are shown for R = 50 in Fig. C-17 and

for R = lkQ in Fig. C-18. Again the predictions for R = 502 are abovt the

experimental results when pigtail coupling is dominant which is apparently due

to the pigtail wires. For R = IkQ the predictions are quite good for

this WIDE separation which again tends to confirm the effect of neglecting the

dielectric insulation in the computation of cGR.

Again the low-frequency model provides reasonably accurate predictions.

These results tend to support the previous conclusions for the unshielded to

shielded case in a similar manner. In these figures, one can observe the mag-

nitude and frequency range of the degradation in the effectiveness of the

shield due to the pigtails since we would presume that for no pigtails, the

coupling would follow the predictions of shield (inductive). These results,

therefore, seem to indicate that the approximate, low-frequency model is

reasonably accurate for a sufficiently small frequency. They also seem to

support the idea that one may superimpose the individual coupling contributions

over the pigtail and shielded sections as described above. It thus becomes

clear that pigtail sections which constitute only a minor fraction of the

total cable length may play a significant role in the degradation of the ef-

fectiveness of the shield in the reduction of crosstalk.
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V. Effect of Shield Grounding Configurations

In this section, we will investigate the effects of the shield grounding

configuration on the crosstalk to a braided-shield cable. In all previous

results, both ends of a shield were grounded via the pigtail wires as illu-

strated in Fig. 3. In this section, we will investigate the effect of grounding

only one end or neither end of the shield. The coupling from an unshielded

wire to a shielded wire illustrated in Fig. 3(b) will be shown for these

shield grounding configurations. The results are shown in Appendix D.

The results for R = 50Q, 0.5 cm pigtails and TOUCHING separation are given

in Fig. D-1. Note that the crosstalk when the shield is ungrounded or grounded

at only one end is virtually the same. In fact, by comparing these results

to the results for coupling between two unshielded wires given in Fig. A-19 we

find that the shield has virtually no effect for R = 50Q unless bot ends are

grounded. Intuitively, this is reasonable since for these "low impedance"

loads, one can show that inductive coupling predominates in the unshielded

to unshielded case. (See, for example, Fig. C-I.) As pointed out by Ott

[32], the shield should have a closed path with the ground plane to allow a

shield current to flow in order to counteract this inductive coupling. (See

also the derivation of the low-frequency model in the previous chapter.) How-

ever, note that even if both ends of the shield are grounded, the effectiveness

of the shield in reducing crosstalk (over that for the coupling between two

unshielded wires illustrated in Fig. 3(a)) comes into play for R = 50 only

above a certain frequency (in this case, approximately 6 kHz).

The low-frequency models discussed in the previous section seem to ex-

plain these two phenomena. In the unshielded to unshielded case and R = 50S,

one can show that the coupling is predominantly inductive and given by (4-10a).

(See Fig. C-i and Fig. C-3.) Placing a shield around the receptor wire has

virtually no effect on this (dominant) inductive coupling over the shielded

section unless both ends of the shield are grounded and the self-impedance of

the shield-ground plane circuit, wXSSf, exceeds the braid self-impedance,

ZSH. (See (4-32) and (4-33) and the accompanying discussion. A simple cal-

culation will show that uSS = Z at 5.5 kHz.) Although grounding theSS s SH
shield at at least one end substantially reduces the capacitive coupling to

the shielded wire over the shielded section, this effect is not seen since

inductive coupling is predominant when the shield is removed (the unshielded
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to unshielded case).

It should be pointed out that grounding both ends of the shield may have

its disadvantages with respect to ground-loop problems. A noise voltage in-

duced in the shield-ground plane loop will induce current in the loop which

may be coupled to the receptor circuit [32]. However, it is clear that in

this case (R = 502) that if the shield is not grounded at both ends, the pre-

sence of the shield affords no advantage over an unshielded wire.

The results for R = 50Q, TOUCHING separation and 3 cm pigtails are shown

in Fig. D-2 and for 8 cm pigtails in Fig. D-3. We reach the same conclusions

as for the 0.5 cm pigtails concerning the effect of the shield grounding.

However, the pigtails have substantially reduced the effectiveness of the

shield.

The corresponding results for R = 50Q and the WIDE separation are given

in Fig. D-4 through Fig. D-6. These results yield the same conclusions as for

the TOUCHING separation.

The results for R = ikQ and the TOUCHING separation are shown in Fig.

D-7 through Fig. D-9. For this value of load resistance, a single-end grounded

shield and an ungrounded shield show a difference in reduction of crosstalk

as opposed to the R = 50Q case. We also observed, for R = 50Q, that even

though the shield was grounded at both ends, the effectiveness of the shield

came into play above approximately 6 kHz; below 6 kHz there was virtually no

difference between the unshielded to unshielded case and the unshielded to

shielded case for all grounding configurations. For R = IkQ in Fig. D-7

through Fig. D-9, the single-end grounded and double-end grounded cases are

again virtually identical below 6 kHz.

The corresponding results for R = k2 and the WIDE separation are given

in Fig. D-10 through Fig. D-12. These results yield the same conclusions

as for the TOUCHING separation.

These differences between the R = lk 2 and R = 5a2 cases also seem to be

explainable in terms of the low-frequency models. For the unshielded to un-

shielded case and R = lkQ, one can show that the coupling is predominantly

capacitive. (See Fig. C-2 and Fig. C-4.) For the unshielded to shielded

case, one can show that when the shield is ungrounded, the results are vir-

tually identical to the unshielded to unshielded case (capacitive). (For

example, compare Fig. D-7 and Fig.'A-21. There is a maximum difference of less
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than 1.5 dB for frequencies less than 10 MHz.) Placing a shield around the

receptor wire and grounding it at at least one end substantially reduces this

capacitive coupling to the shielded wire over the shielded section. Thus for

a single-end grounded shield and R = IkQ, the contribution to the total cou-

pling over the shielded section reverts to a lower value which is essentially

the inductive coupling to the shielded wire for the unshielded to unshielded

case over this shielded section given by (4-la) with t substituted for
S

When both ends of the shield are grounded, the coupling over the shielded sec-

tion falls to an even lower value of inductive coupling given by (4-16). For

frequencies such that wk SS < ZSH' this inductive coupling over the shielded

section becomes the same for the double-end grounded case and the single-end

grounded cases as discussed above for the R = 500 termination. Thus the re-

sults merge at approximately 6 kHz. These differences in the coupling be-

havior for R = 502 and R = lkQ thus seem to be clearly explainable, and the

low-frequency model plays an important role in the clarity of these explana-

tions.

Thus the low-frequency model is helpful in explaining these differences

in the effect of the shield grounding configuration and the effect of the ter-

minal impedances. The above observations can be summarized by the following.

(We only consider the contribution to the coupling over the shielded section

in the following since the shield grounding configuration does not affect the

pigtail coupling contribution.) For the shield ungrounded, the capacitive

and inductive coupling are virtually unaffected by the presence of the shield

and are essentially the same as if the shield were removed. Depending on the

terminal impedances, either capacitive or inductive coupling predominates. Now

consider a single-end grounded shield. Grounding only one end of the shield

removes the above capacitive coupling (over the shielded section) but has no

effect on the inductive coupling. Thus when at least one end of the shield is

grounded, the total coupling to the shielded wire over the shielded section

is inductive. If inductive coupling was predominant in the ungrounded case,

grounding only one end of the shield will result in no reduction in this

coupling over the shielded section. If the capacitive coupling was predominant

in the ungrounded case, grounding only one end of the shield will result in a

reduction in this coupling over the shielded section. If we further ground

both ends of the shield, the inductive coupling of the above single-end grounded
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case (which was the total coupling over the shielded section) will be reduced

via (4-16) so long as the shield is effective; that is, so long as the self-

inductive reactance of the shield, wSt ,_ is greater than the shield impedance,
SSis

Z SH. Otherwise, grounding both ends of the shield will show no reduction in

coupling over the single-end grounded case. These points should be kept in

mind when assessing the effectiveness of a shield grounding configuration.

Note in Fig. D-7 through Fig. D-12 that, above approximately 200 kHz,

there is a difference in crosstalk depending on which end of the shield is

grounded. This is also quite reasonable if one imagines the measured voltage,

V o as being the sum of the voltage between the shielded wire and the shield

and the voltage between the shield and the ground plane. If the shield is

grounded at the source end, the voltage between the shield and ground is eli-

minated from Vou t resulting in a different voltage than would result if the

shield were grounded at the load end (and ungrounded at the source end). Ob-

viously the line must be somewhat significant in length, electrically, in

order that the shield to ground voltage at the ungrounded end be different

from zero (at the grounded end). The data in Fig. D-7 through D-12 reflect

this, and at 200 kHz the line is -L A in electrical length.
410

The corresponding results for the shielded to unshielded configuration

are shown in Fig. D-13 through Fig. D-16 and result in similar conclusions.
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VI. The Multiconductor Transmission Line Model

The low-frequency models discussed in the previous section relied on the

frequency being sufficiently small so that lumped-circuit models provide an

adequate characterization of the line. In addition, these models utilized

only the primary inductance and capacitance parameters - the mutual elements

9GR and CGR- between the generator and receptor circuits. The self induc-

tances and capacitances of the line were not employed directly in the model.

(The self inductances, however, were employed in the calculation of cGR.)

Thus not only must the line be electrically short in order that lumped models

suffice, but the frequency must be sufficiently small so that the omission of

these self elements does not significantly affect the model predictions. In

addition, to consider the effect of pigtails, we simply superimposed the

coupling contributions over the pigtail sections and the shielded section.

This also is an approximate technique which clearly relies on the frequency

being sufficiently small.

In this section, we wish to formulate the distributed parameter, multi-

conductor transmission line (MTL) model of the coupled line [7]. In this

model, the distributed effects prevalent at the higher frequencies are taken

into account, and many of the other approximations inherent in the low-fre-

quency model, such as the assumption of weak coupling and the neglect of the

self inductances and capacitances, are not employed in this model. The model,

however, requires considerably more computational effort than the low-frequen-

cy model, but the predictions of both models should converge at the lower

frequencies.

Some of the interesting phenomena arising in the experimental data are

predictable with the MTL model. For example, the case of a single-end

grounded shield showed different coupling above approximately 200 kHz for

R - lkQ depending on which end of the shield was grounded. The MTL model

predicts this within 1 dB whereas the low-frequency model made no distinction

between which end of the shield was grounded. In addition, when the line is

electrically long, say > _L X, we observed rather severe variations in the

voltage transfer ratio with a change in frequency. The low-frequency model

is, of course, not expected to provide predictions in this frequency range.

These variations are, of course, expected and the frequency range for which
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I A will be referred to as the "standing wave region." In the standing
10

wave region, we will find that the predictions of the MTL model tend to

follow the experimental results but are somewhat poorer than when the line is

electrically short.

As indicated in Section I, there has been considerable interest in

modeling shielded cables dating back to the earlier work of Schelkunoff

[11,12]. Low-frequency models similar to those in Section III (but without

pigtail considerations) were developed by Mohr [8,9]. More recently, work

has been concentrated on modeling a single, braided-shield cable which is

illuminated by an incident field [13-19]. These works stem from the interest

in the vulnerability of the shielded cable (or, more importantly, the equip-

ments at its terminals) to a nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP), a light-

ning induced electromagnetic pulse (LEMP) or a high-power radar. The coupling

considered in these works is therefore appropriately characterized as field-

to-wire. The coupling considered in this report is appropriately character-

ized as wire-to-wire since we are interested in the coupling to a braided-

shield cable from other, adjacent wires and not an incident field, although

the wire-to-wire coupling is via field quantities also.

In the above field-to-wire problems, the coupling through a braided-

shield cable to the interior, shielded wire from the incident field is re-

lated to the surface transfer impedance and transfer admittance of the braid.

These quantities can be illustrated as follows. First we consider the shield

transfer impedance [11,14-18]. As a preliminary, we consider an infinitely

long, solid conducting cylinder. Suppose the cylinder carries a total current

I directed in the axial x) direction where I = I. + I . The return path
in out

for I. is within the cylindrical surface while the return path for I isin out
outside the surface. The conducting cylinder has finite conductivity o and

therefore the current I flowing along the cylinder will induce electric fields

on the inner and outer surfaces of the cylinder, Ein and E out, respectively,

which are directed in the axial direction of the cylinder. The currents and

induced electric fields may be related as [11,181

EPini Fz i t z io Iilin V/m (6-1)
Etou oi ooj out
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The terms zii and z 0 may be thought of as per-unit-length self impedances

of the surfaces:

Ein
z = - W2m (6-2a)

in I 0
out

E
z out /m (6-2b)00 1

out i =0
in

whereas the terms zio and zo. are called surface transfer impedances (per-

unit-length):

= in ~(6-3a)io Ilout 1 i 0 N/m

ou in

E
z =out 9/m (6-3b)
oi I in 1 =0

out

These surface transfer impedances relate the current on one surface of the

cylinder to the induced field on the other surface.

The two surface transfer impedances z io and zoi will be assumed to be

equal and will be designated as ZT, i.e.,

zT =z io = Zoi (6-4a)

The self-impedances of the shield, z i and z will also be taken to be the

same and designated as zSH, i.e.,

zSH az az (6-4b)

ii 1 00

Certainly for cylinders with wall thicknesses which are sufficiently small,

these will be reasonable approximations. Thus (6-1) becomes

in z H ZT Iin

= [(6-5)
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The surface transfer impedance accounts for skin effect - the tendency

for a current to concentrate on a conductor surface nearest its source. At

D-C, any current flowing in the shield will tend to be uniformly distributed

over the shield cross section. As the frequency is increased the current

tends to concentrate towards the shield surfaces. Thus for increasing fre-

quencies less current diffuses through the wall to induce an electric field

on the opposite surface. In the limit as the frequency is increased without

bound there is perfect isolation between the inner and outer walls of the

shield. As was pointed out in Section IV, if the frequency is sufficiently

small so that the shield thickness is less than a few skin depths, the surface

transfer impedance is approximately equal to the impedance of the shield. In

fact, the two should converge as the frequency is reduced to zero.

The surface transfer impedance represents the coupling of some field

external to the cylinder to the field internal to the cylinder and occurs via

diffusion through the finitely conducting shield. This surface impedance is

employed to predict the coupling from some field incident on a coaxial cable

to the loads connected to the end points of the coaxial cable in the following

manner [181. As an example, consider the coaxial cable above a ground plane

shown in Fig. 9(a). The coaxial cable consists of a conducting cylinder and

a concentrically-located, conducting wire. An incident field, such as a

uniform plane wave, illuminates the cable and induces a current, I , flowing
out

along the shield and returning through the ground plane. For the purposes of

computing this induced current,:l out' it is universally assumed that the

interior of the shield and, in particular, I. have no effect on the externalin

circuit [18]. In other words, Iou t is traditionally calculated as simply the

current induced on an isolated cylinder above ground. Thus we assume a uni-

lateral effect - outside to inside - to simplify the calculations. Then the

effect of this induced current, I out, and consequently the incident field, on

the internal structure is manifested as a per-unit-length voltage source in

the cable interior equal to zT Iou t (V/m). The equivalent circuit represent-

ing a small, Ax section of the shield and interior, shielded wire is shown

in Fig. 9(b).

The per-unit-length impedance of the interior wire is represented by

z and the per-unit-length inductance and capacitance of this Ax section of
w
the line are represented by Z and c, respectively. The current Iin produces
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Fig. 9. Field-to-wire coupling involving shielded cables.
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a voltage drop z HAx 'in along the interior surface of the shield as indicated by

(6-1) and (6-2a), and the effect of the external shield current, Iout' induced

by the incident field is represented by a voltage source ZT I outAx as indicated

by (6-1) and (6-3a).

From the equivalent circuit in Fig. 9(b), we may derive the line equa-

tions as [7]

dV((x)dfx = (Zw + z SH + J £)I in(X) + z T Iout(x) (6-6a)

dlin(x)

dx -jW c V(x) (6-6b)

Note that the effect of the incident field appears in these transmission line

equations as a driving term, ZTIou t '

This is an example of the use of the surface transfer impedance for solid,

cylindrical shields. However, the main interest in this work is on braided-

shield, coaxial cables. As was indicated previously, the braided-shield

cable consists of a cylindrical surface composed of belts of wires interwoven

to provide flexibility as shown in Fig. 1. This construction of the shield

braid introduces small, diamond-shaped holes between the belts of wires.

These holes allow other coupling mechanisms to occur between the outside en-

vironment and the interior, shielded wire which were not present for a solid

shield. For the solid shield the coupling from the exterior to the interior

occurred only by diffusion through the metal. For the braided shield, addi-

tional inductive and capacitive coupling occur via the holes in the shield as

discussed by Vance [16]. Vance has calculated the mutual inductance and

mutual capacitance between the interior and exterior of the shield [16] and

the transmission-line equations for the field-to-wire example in Fig. 9 are

modified by Latham [14] to

dV(x) (6-7a)
dx - -(Zw + zSH + J()in(x ) + ZTlout(X)

d in(xdx = -j(,c V(x) -j c T V x) (6-7b)
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where Vou t is the voltage between the interior, shielded wire and the external,
shield return path (ground in Fig. 9).

Vance [16] modified the surface transfer impedance for solid shields,

ZT, to include the magnetic coupling through the holes in the shield where

z= zT + j(mT (6-8)

the term mT is the mutual inductance between the center conductor-shield cir-

cuit and the shield-shield return (ground) circuit. This parameter is a func-

tion of the hole shape (assumed by Vance to be elliptical), the coverage

(density of holes) and the shield radius. This mutual inductance is indepen-

dent of frequency. The term zT represents the diffusion through the metal

braid and is approximated by Vance in the following manner. Vance assumed

that all strands of the braid were connected (electrically) in parallel as we

have done in Section IV. For example, if there are B belts of wires, W wires

per belt and the braid is woven with a weave angle 9 , then the per-unit-w
length D-C resistance of the braid is given by

r Q/m (6-9)rDC 2
rb2a BW cosOb w

where rb is the radius of each strand and a is the strand conductivity. Van

presumes that this braid impedance is modified with increasing frequency in

exactly the same manner as the solid cylinder. Thus zT is taken by Vance to

be

sinhyd Q/m (6-10)

where d is the diameter of the braid wires, d = 2rb, and y = (I + j)/S where

6 = (7rfUOI /2 is the skin depth. It should therefore be noted that if rDC
v D

were the per-unit-length D-C resistance of a solid cylinder of wall thickness

d, then (6-10) would be its total surface transfer impedance, i.e., in (6-8),

T would be zero.

The term cT in (6-7b) is the per-unit-length mutual capacitance between

the interior, shielded wire and the exterior circuit produced by electric

flux lines penetrating the shield holes. The quantity jwcT is the transfer

admittance of the braided shield. This term is related to the per-unit-length
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capacitances between the shielded wire and the shield and between the shield

and its return path (ground), the hole shape and shield coverage [16]. For

the shield which was used in this investigation, we may calculate from the

results of [16]
-2 2rbY-1

z = (2.46 x 10 -2  2r Y + jw(7.47 x 10- 0 ) Q/m (6-11a)Tr  sinh(2r bY)

and
= 10-14

cT = 2.35 x 10 F/m (6-11b)

Strictly speaking, Vance's derivation of zT was obtained for an isolated

shield (no ground plane present) and thus does not apply here. However, we

will use his result for our purposes where a ground plane is present on the

assumption that the current and chargeare uniformly distributed around the

shield periphery.

The per-unit-length self impedance of the shield braid, z SH' was calcu-

lated in (4-31) in Section IV as the impedance of an isolated strand of the

braid (including skin effect) and assuming that all of the braid wires are

connected (electrically) in parallel. A comparison of the total shield trans-

fer impedance Z z and the total braid impedance ZSH z is given in
T T s SH Hs

Fig. 10. Note in Fig. 10 that for frequencies less than approximately 1 MHz,

the two quantities are equal and both converge to the total D-C resistance of

the shield braid, RDC. Again, this is an expected result since for frequen-

cies such that the current is distributed essentially uniformly over the

shield cross section, (6-2) and (6-3) yield equivalent results. It should be

observed in Fig. 10 that at the higher frequencies, ZT increases directly with

frequency as should be clear from (6-8) yet ZSH increases as the square root

of frequency as is clear from (4-30c) since the impedance of an isolated wire

approaches AT dependence. However, it is clear from the experimental evidence

cited for braided shields in [16] that ZT does, in fact, increase as f and not

so that ZSH cannot be correct for an approximation to ZT at these higher

frequencies.

6.1 The MTL Equations

We now turn our attention to developing the multiconductor transmission

line model for the unshielded'to shielded configuration shown in Fig. 3(b).

Consider Fig. 11(a). In order to employ the concept of surface transfer im-

pedance, we will define the currents of the generator wire, receptor wire and

shield as shown in Fig. 11(a). The line is directed in the x direction as
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Fig. 10. A comparison of the shield braid impedance
z SH and the surface transfer impedance Z T .
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are the line currents.

As a fundamental assumption of the model, we will investigate the TEM or
"quasi-TEM" mode of propagation. In the TEM mode field structure, the elec-

tric and magnetic field vectors lie in the transverse (y,z) plane. Clearly,

since the shield cannot be assumed to be a perfect conductor (otherwise there

would be no coupling to the receptor wire circuit if the shield were solid)

the fields cannot lie strictly in the transverse plane. Due to the impedance

of the shield as well as its surface transfer impedance, there will be com-

ponents of electric field directed along the shield surfaces in the x direc-

tion. However, we will presume that the field structure is predominantly TEM

or "quasi-TEM." An indication of the adequacy of this assumption will be

investigated when we compare the predictions of the model to the experimental

results. Assuming a TEM or "quasi-TEM" field structure, we may define

voltages between the conductors as well as conductor currents [7]. It is

shown in [7] that the TEM field structure satisfies a static distribution.

Thus we may calculate mutual and self inductances and capacitances between the

line conductors as a static (D-C) calculation. The effect of the frequency

dependent shield braid impedance z SH and surface transfer impedance zT (which

give rise to a non-TEM field structure) will be included in the model as an

approximation.

Since the field structure is assumed to be "quasi-TEM," the conductor

currents and voltages will be functions of only the line axis variable, x [7].

We have defined these voltages and currents as shown in Fig. 11(a) in order to

incorporate the concept of surface transfer impedance. The generator wire

current is denoted as IG(x) and its return path is defined to be via the

infinite ground plane. The generator wire voltage with respect to the ground

plan is designated as V'(x) . The current IS (x) is defined as the portion of

the shield current which has its return path through the ground plane. The

shield voltage Vs (x) is with respect to the ground plane. The receptor wire

current, I (x) returns through the shield, and the receptor wire voltage

Vi (x) is with respect to the shield.

The transmission line equations will be derived in terms of I (x), V'(x),

I(x), V(x), IW(x), VW(x) and converted to the more conventional variables

IG(X), VG(x), IR(X), VR(x), IS(X), Vs (s) shown in Fig. 11(b). The only two

differences in voltage and current definitions in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b)
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are that the return path for IR (x) in Fig. 11(b) is defined to be the ground
plane instead of the shield as was the case for I(x) and the voltage VR(x) is

with respect to the ground plane instead of the shield as was the case for

V (x). If the transmission line equations are derived for the primed vari-

ables in Fig. 11(a) they may be converted to the unprimed variables in Fig.

11(b) with the following simple change of variables:

I Gx) = I'(x) (6-12a)

IN(X) = IA(x) (6-12b)

I(x) = IY(x) - IW(x) (6-12c)

VG(X) = Vc(x) .. (6-12d)

VR(X) = VTx) + V;(x) (6-12e)

Vs(X) = Vs(X) (6-12f)

Let us now consider a Ax section of the line in Fig. 11(a) and derive the

voltage change expressions. Proceeding around the generator circuit (gener-

ator wire-ground plane) we obtain

V,(X-f-Ax) - V,(x) = -jwkGGLxIGYx) - jW29 Ax I'xW - juw29'Ax IsxW (6-13)
GGGR GSS

where VG is the self inductance of the generator circuit, £GR is the mutual
GG

inductance between the generator circuit and receptor circuit (receptor wire-

shield), and £GS is the mutual inductance between the generator circuit and

shield circuit (shield-ground plane). Dividing both sides by Ax and taking

the limit as Ax - 0 we obtain the first transmission line equation:

GX ijwtGI(X) - jW9GIRx - j~I(s (6-14)

where the dot (') denotes the ordinary derivative with respect to x. Similarly,

around the receptor circuit (following the path of Ip) we obtain
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VR(x) -JWGRIG(x) - jatRIR(x) jWI S (x) (6-15)

Additional terms are required in (6-15). The self impedance of the shield

introduces an additional voltage drop according to (6-5) of -z I'(x).

Similarly the surface transfer impedance introduces a voltage source in this

loop in accordance with (6-5) of ZTI (x). Thus (6-15) becomes

4'(x) = -jWZgRIGyx) -w jWRRW

(6-16)

-j W9.sl V(x) - zI(x) + zTI'(x)

Similarly, around the shield circuit (following the path of I) we obtain

4'(x) =-jWI9 )- ' ~stx

(6-17)

-jss-s'(x) - zSHI (x) + zTIZ(x)

where the self impedance and surface transfer impedance are included in

accordance with (6-5).

Equations (6-14), (6-16) and (6-17) can be written in matrix form as

I I I I

Vs(x) -(Z s + j(L s ) I S(x) (6-18)

where

V (x W V'(x)1  (6-19a)

FI'(xi

I (x W I '(x)I (6-19b)

, (xj

The 3 x 3 matrices Z s and L s are given by
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r0L  0 0]
Z= [0  zSH -zT  (6-20a)

0 -z T  Z SH

GRS

~ GR RR RS (6-20b)

c eS rRS s

In the above, we have clearly neglected the impedance of the generator and

receptor wires, i.e., we have considered these to be perfect conductors.

Obviously we could not do so for the shield.

Let us now change variables from the primed quantities to the unprimed

quantities illustrated in Fig. 11(b) via the transformations in (6-12):

I1 0 0- 1

~0

iEq R(6-21a)

I S

G G

R1 0f 1 -1 V R
V J 0 0 1 VS(6-21b)

Tv Vs

Substituting (6-21) into (6-18) we obtain

S S SSVW(x) -(z + jwL )IS(x) (6-22)

where
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S T-1 zS

r (6-23a)10 0 0
0 2(z SH - zT) (zSH - zT)]

0 (z SH - zT) zS

S -1 S
TV T

(6-23b)

;G(96 + ,iS) 9

(. 29 + is')

Rt,( S SS ";'S

and

[VG(x)l
V S (x) V I R(x) I(6-23c)

IVs(x)j

.IS(x) = I IR(x) I(6-23d)
LIS(x)J

The inverse of TV is given by

ji 0 0

TV 1 [0 1 1] (6-23e)

It should be pointed out that we assumed that the surface transfer

impedances z and z in (6-1) were equal and these were designated asz

Also we assumed that the shield inner surface and outer surface self im-
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pedances, z ii and z 0 in (6--,, were equal. These were designated as z SH. If
iS S

we do not make these assumptions one can show that Z in (6-20a) becomes

0 0  0I

zS 0 z -Zi (6-24a)

0 -Zoi Zo

and Z in (6-23a) becomes

' 0 0
(zi + z - z (Z - (6-24b)

0 (z0 - z o Z 0 io)]

00o - oi) o

Note also that as the frequency is decreased z Z When z ZT,

(6-23a) becomes

ZS  0 0 (6-24c)

L0 0 z SH

(low frequency)

and the shield impedance term appears only in the voltage change expression

of the shield circuit which is a logical result [7]. In fact, the voltage

change transmission line equations can be derived directly from the unprimed

circuit in Fig. 11(b) with no conceptual difficulties when the frequency is

small enough that zT zSH [7].

A few comments are in order concerning these inductance parameters. Con-

sider Fig. 12(a) in which we have shown cross sections of the line. The per-

unit-length inductance matrix, LS, is defined by
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(b)

Fig. 12. A cross-section of the line illustrating the
primed and unprfied current variables.
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r1~ = LS 1 j (6-25)
R "R

where &G' 4R' 4S are the magnetic fluxes linking the appropriate primed cir-

cuits. From (6-20b) and (6-25) we obtain

L 7 - (6-26)
IG ' = =

R IS

Recalling that the TEM mode assumption permits a D-C calculation for these

inductance parameters, this result becomes (approximately) [7]

v 2hG

GG Zn (2h (6-27)

where r is the radius of the generator wire and h is the height of this
wG G

wire above the ground plane. The mutual inductance kGR' becomes

ZGR = (6-28)IR ' = = 0IG IS

From a consideration of Fig. 12(a) we obtain (approximately)

R' aQ 0(6-29)
ZGR

Next we have

2 itGS 4 (6-30)
S - i' = 0

G IR

which becomes (approximately) [7]

v 4h hs]

2S' 1- n[l +hG (6-31)

GS GSdCs

Similarly we obtain [7]
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RR

fR 1=110IG IS

(6-32)
'iv r

21- wR

where rs is the shield internal radius and rwR is the receptor wire radius.

Also,

2.' = 2.

*1k;s

= (6-33)IR ''f =0
G s

-0

and [7] '1
aSS fis 

0-

(6-34)

1v 2 hs
2 n(r +t

s s

If we write L in (6-23b) as

ZGG t R GC

f GR RR £RS (6-35)

UGS RS S sJ

we identify

GG =i GG
G G (6-36)

PV £.2hoG

2v r wG
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GR GR GS

4hGhs3 (6-37)
'I 0 i n[l +

v ~4hh

V dGS

CS GS

z 9 GR (6-38)

v 2+4hh

47 r d t2'

GS

I' 9 + 292' + t,'RR RR RS 5

U r 2h S
in R in (6-39)

sR s

2h 
S

(f or shield walls whose thickness is small in comparison with the shield radius)

z =9.' + L,
RS RS

(6-40)

PV n 2 h S
27T r+t

s 61
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Note that ZS .tRS' This is a reasonable result as discussed in Sec-

tion IV since the self inductance of the shield-ground plane circuit, 9SS'

relates the flux passing between the shield and the ground plane to the

shield current, and the mutual inductance between the receptor wire-ground

plane circuit and the shield-ground plane circuit, 
k RS' relates the flux

linking the shield circuit to the receptor current. Clearly, the two are

equivalent (or approximately so) since for the purposes of calculating Z ss'

we may concentrate the shield current at the center of the shield (the posi-

tion of the receptor wire) and in both cases the flux passing between the

shield and the ground plane is to be computed.

Now let us derive the current change expression. A cross section of the

line with appropriate per-unit-length capacitances for a solid shield is shown

in Fig. 13(a). The appropriate self and mutual capacitances between the

various conductors are indicated. Note that there is no mutual capacitance,

cGR, between the generator wire and receptor wire and there is no self capaci-

tance, cRR, between the receptor wire and ground plane -both reasonable re-

sults for solid, (assumed for this calculation to be perfectly conducting)

shields. (For a proof of this result, see Appendix F.)

The corresponding diagram is shown for braided shields in Fig. 13(b).

For braided shields, the holes in the shield allow the mutual capacitance

CGR and self capacitance cRR to be present due to the penetration of the

electric field lines through these holes. The quantities jwcGR and jwR may

be thought of as the shield transfer admittances [14,16). A typical calcu-

lation in (6-11b) for a braided shield of the same physical characteristics

as the shield used in this investigation indicates that c RR would be on the

order of 10- 14 F/m. The values of the other capacitances (in the absence of

the holes) are on the order of 10
- 11 F/m. Thus we choose to ignore the

effects of the shield holes on the capacitive transfer.

From Fig. 13(a) in terms of the unprimed voltage variables we may obtain

the current change expression in the limit as Ax 0 [71

i* s S S
I (x) = -jWc _ (x) (6-42)

where I S(x) and V S(x) are given by (6-23d) and
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©S
C GS

VGVRVG CGG VR / S

(a)

CGRS

CGS

CGG CRR CS

Fig. 3. A (b)
Fig. 13. A Gross-section of the line illustrating

the per-unit-length capacitances.

(a) solid shields (b) braided shields.
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[CGG + c)G S  0 -c GS 1
CS 0 cRS -CRS (6-43a)

-C GS -C RS (c ss + cRS + cG S

(Formulating the node-voltage equations for Fig. 13(a) is a simple way of

obtaining the entries in C given in (6-43a).) The entries in C are computed

via the following [7]

[CGG + cGS) -c-GS = GG G -i1. C cscsj=IvCv £SS1 (6-43b)-GS (SS + GS) GS s

c 27re (6-43c)cRS r
Zn(-s) 1

r
w

The equation in (6-43b) results from the computation of CCC, cSS, cGS as the

per-unit-length capacitance matrix of two wires, one the generator wire and

the other a wire of radius equal to the shield radius, in free space [7].

Equation (6-43c) is the familiar per-unit-length capacitance of a coaxial line

filled with a dielectric having permittivity E = c ev [7].

Thus the coupled transmission line equations are given by (6-22) and

(6-43)

S(x) -(S + jwL S)I(x) (6-44a)

is (x) = -JC sV sS(x)
(6-44b)

= -YSv(x) 6as4b

where Y f jWC (6-44c)

We may relate the line voltages and currents at one end of a line of length

It to the voltages and currents at the other end as shown in Fig. 14 by solv-

ing (6-44) and obtaining the chain parameter matrix [7]:
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rs F11 S i12

I ( X)I 212'f S2 2 A)x]S (6-45a)

rS

s

The 3 x 3 S (;s) submatrices are given by [71
iiS =S1)~Y~ r , -x5  -is

s 2S T (e + e )T Y (6-45b)

*$(;e) s- T y (e- e ) (6-45c)
1.12 2 e -l-

S T (e - ) -1is (6-45d)
t21 s 2

s T (e ~  + e ~ ) T (6-45e)

The various matrices in (6-45) are defined as follows [7]. First compute the

3 x 3 transformation matrix T as

T-1(Y S MS + JwLS)T y (6-45f)

where y2 is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix. y is the square root of y with main

diag nal entries yi. The matrix exponential e- is diagonal with entries

e

To find the propagation constants, yi, via (6-45f), we must obtain the

matrix product

yS(ZS + jL s  5 JCSz S _2CSLS (6-46)

S
One can show, with the entries in L given by (6-35) through (6-41) and the

entries in CS given by (6-43), that the matrix product C SL becomes

. 30 0
o o

CSL 0 s vCv 0 (6-47a)

10 pvv(1 - r) uvCvC T
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If the interior of the shielded cable iq filled with air, e = c , we have

a four conductor line in a homogeneous medium (free space) and (6-47a)

reduces to

CSL S = i C 13 (6-47b)

(r= 1)
(:r

a sensible result [7]. With the form of CSL S in (6-47a), the matrix product

in (6-46) may be easily computed, a' priori.

6.2 Incorporating the Pigtail Sections

The primary concern is to formulate a transmission line model of the un-

shielded to shielded case shown in Fig. 3(b). Thus we need to incorporate

pigtail sections into the previously developed transmission line model for a

shielded section of line.

The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 15. We developed the chain param-

eter matrix of the shielded section in the previous section. This chain

parameter matrix related the conductor voltages VG, VR, VS and the conductor

currents IG9 IR9 IS at one end of the shielded section of the line to the

corresponding variables at the other end of the section. If we relate the

terminal voltages and currents of the pigtail sections in a similar fashion,

we may obtain the overall matrix chain parameters of the entire line by multi-

plying (in the proper sequence) the chain parameter matrices of the two pig-

tail sections and the shielded section. Then we incorporate the terminal

(load) constraints and solve for the terminal voltages and currents of the

entire line. This is the essence of our procedure.

First we need to obtain the chain parameter matrices of the pigtail sec-

tions. Both sections are identical in characteristics and length in this

investigation so we shall consider one section shown in Fig. 16. We may write

the transmission line equations for the pigtail section and solve for the

chain parameter matrix P(t) of a section of length-X as was done for thechi armtp p
shielded section. If we ignore the dielectric insulations surrounding the

generator and receptor wires (the pigtail wire was bare) we may obtain the

chain parameter matrices of the pigtail sections as [7]
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Fig. 15. Variable definitions for the overall line.
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S1V P fpP 11 p 12 pI6-8

L±2K2+XL.P .e. (P J [v* () (648

p p

where V P(x) and I P(x) are given by

FVG Wx

V P(x) V VRWx (6-49a)

Lvp (xj

FIG (x

I (x) I WR(x)1 (6-49b)

and Vp(X) and Ip(x) are the pigtail wire voltage (with respect to ground) and

current, respectively. The 3 x 3 fiP(X) submatrices of *P(;) are given by
.p p

[7]

P (tp)= -cos(X) I (6-50a)

P;)- iv sir(B~f) LP (6-50b)

*P (,f) - iv sin(SX) C P (6-50c)
-21 p p

-) - cos(O t) 13 (6-50d)t 22 pP -

and 13 is the 3 x 3 identity matrix with ones on the main diagonal and zeros

elsewhere. The quantity B is the phase constant given by

W - w/v (6-51)

and v is the phase velocity of propagation in the surrounding (free space)

medium
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V 3x 108 M/s (6-52)

Pv P

The 3 x 3 matrices LP and CP are the per-unit-length inductance and capaci-

tance matrices of the pigtail sections given by

GO GR OPj

p IGR PRRR zRP ) (6-53a)

GP RP' PPJ

(c G +cGR GP GRP-CGP

I: GR (cRR+c GR+CRP Cc RP (6-53b)

L -cGP -cRP

In L P , 2GG' RR and X OR are the same as for the shielded section and £GP kRP and

zpp are given by [7] (see Fig. 16(b))
1v 4h Ghp

GP ff  d Gn[l + G_] (6-54a)

1v 4hRhp
£RP =-vZnE1 RP 2 (6-54b)

z 'v 2hP (6-54c)

PP

The 3 x 3 per-unit-length capacitance matrix CP is obtained via [71

CP  L P -  (6-53 c)

Now consider Fig. 15. From Fig. 15 and the previous results we have,

over the shielded section,

[-p - P (6-55)+
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Similarly we observe that, over the pigtail sections

[Y%) = PP~ P sJ (6-56)

and

I V P YP (0(6-57)[~ f]S S P P
Noting that, because of the sequencing of the variables in V , I , V and I

VP(( + ) - -S( +Lx (6-58a)

1 f~ +X; ) = Is(.-* + X ) (6-58b)
- p -

- (e ) ',(:) (6-58c)

L pI¢  - 22

.1 f)= 1P(9 ) (6-58d)
p p

we have

P e 0 (X 0(C) (6-59a)

4 ()

where

p s p

(6-59b)

Lt2l~' -22

From the terminal conditions in Fig. 15 we also obtain
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V P (0) = - S zi(0) (6-60a)

V P Mi) = Z (1) (6-60b)

where, for the shield grounded at both ends, we obtain

Y= ~0 (6-61a)

10
jZSG 0 0

S 0 Z R 0 (6-61b)

0 0 31
[ZL 0 0]i

ZL 0 ZL 01 (6-61c)

The zeros in the (3,3) positions of Z Sand Z Laccount for the fact that the load

impedances on the pigtail wires are short circuits. Combining (6-59) and

(6-60) we obtain a matrix equation for the line currents at the source

(x 0) end of the line [7)

P
Z~ 2 - L 2l S - 112 + 1 J (0) = l L 2l1 YS (6-62a)

once (6-62a) is solved for 1 (0) we obtain the terminal currents at the load

PP

I.P(C 2 + [0-2 - 1 I(0) (6-62b)

The terminal voltages are obtained from (6-60). In particular, we are

interested in the voltage of the receptor wire across Z SR' V R(0).
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The shielded to unshielded configuration in which the source voltage is

in series with ZSR instead of ZSG can be handled similarly in a trivial

fashion. Clearly the chain parameter matrix of the entire line is unchanged.

The only change is in the vector VS in (6-61a). For the shielded to unshielded

case, VS appears in the second row of V instead of the first.
S -S

If the shield (pigtail wire) is grounded at only one end or neither end

one can obtain a similar incorporation of these terminal conditions. For

example, if the right end of the shield (pigtail wire) is ungrounded but the

left end is grounded, we may write an alternate Norton equivalent expression

for (6-60a) (since the impedance of an open circuit is infinite) as

I P Y _ ) (6-63a)

where

[l/ZLG 0 0
L [0 1/ZL 0 (6-63 b)

0 0

since the admittance of the open circuit is zero. Equation (6-62a) becomes,

by multiplying both sides by L = 1

[22 - -2 S s - 'L -12 -L L (110) = -L fil - 021 ] S (6-63c)

Similar modifications can be made if the left end is ungrounded but the

right end is grounded or if both ends are ungrounded.

6.3 The MTL Equations for the Shielded to Shielded Case

The transmission line equations may be similarly derived for the shielded

to shielded configuration in Fig. 3(c). First we obtain the transmission

line equations for the shielded section.

Consider Fig. 17 in which we have defined the primed voltage and current

variables in a manner similar to the unshielded to shielded case discussed
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VR IVSR

IG+ ISG+ IR+ 1 SR
(b)

Fig. 17. The primed and unprimed variable def in-
itions for shielded to shielded.
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in Sectiun 6.1. The return paths for the generator and receptor wire

currents, IG and IR, are again defined to be the appropriate shields. Simi-

larly, the generator and receptor wire voltages, VG and VR, are defined

for each wire with respect to the appropriate shield. The shield currents

of the generator circuit shield, ISG, and the receptor circuit shield,

ISR, are defined to return via the ground plane. The shield voltages,

V' and V '  are defined with respect to the ground plane. We may obtain,
SCG SR'

in a similar fashion to the unshielded to shielded case in Section 6.1, the

voltage change transmission line equations as

II I I

VS(x) (ZS + j LS ) IS(x) (6-64)

where

V5(x)

V'(x)
VS (x) (6-65a)

VR(x)

1 5(x)

I(x)
IS(x) = (6-65b)

'SG'(x)

I;R(x)

and

'GG GR GSG "GSR

L GR £RR £RSG £RSR

L = L' '(6-66a)

SG RSG 'S'GSG 'SSR

LGSR RSR SGSR SRSR
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zSH 0 -ZT 0

ZS  0 zSH 0 -ZT (6-66b)

-z T  0 zSH 0

0 -ZT 0 zSH

In obtaining (6-66b), we assume both shields to be identical so that z G
RSH
zSH. In addition, we assume that the shield self impedances of the inner

and outer surfaces to be equal, and the shield transfer impedances inside to

outside and outside to inside are also assumed to be identical. Equation

(6-66b) can be easily derived even when the assumptions are not made by

employing the principles outlined in Section 6.1.

The unprimed variables are shown in Fig. 17(b). All unprimed currents

are defined to return through the ground plane, and all unprimed voltages

are with respect to the ground plane. The primed and unprimed variables may

be related from Fig. 17 as

V =V'+ V,
G = SG

VSG VSG

V =V + V
R R SR

VSR VSR (6-67)

:I =1IG
I ITG G

SG SG G

R R

SR SRk

or in matrix notation

S S
V T V (6-68a)

IS = TI Is  (6-68b)
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T 10 1 (-

iv 0~ 1 J- (6-68c)

1 0 0 01
0 1 0 01 (6-68d)

The voltage change transmission line equations in terms of the unprimed

variables become

VS W (z5 + jW L I Wx (6-69)

where

V(x S V R(X) (6-70a)

IVSG(x)V SRWx

I G(x)

I S I R(x) (6-70Ob)

I SR(x)-

and
S T-l S

-V - T,

GG zGR zGSG GSR

z dR kRR kRSG kRSR

zGSG kRSG 2.SGSG k SGSR (6-71a)

GSR zRSR zSGSR zSRSRJ
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S -1 S(-7b
Z T=T Z TI(67b

2 (z -H z T) 0 (z -H z T 0

Si- T SH T

(z SH - zT) 0 zH 0

0 (z SH T) Z SH

Note than when the frequency is sufficiently small so that z T Z ,H'(6-71b)

becomes

Ij 0 0 0
- j S (6-71c)

0 0 z SH ]

(low frequency)

and the shield impedance appears only in the voltage change expression for

the shield circuits: again a logical result.

The per-unit-length mutual inductances in (6-71a) can be derived in a

straightforward fashion similar to the unshielded to shielded case 17].

These become
jvI /2h G

k.G _ Zn in.-w (6-72a)

X
.G 4v £n + 4hG- (6-72b)

lvI 2, _____G (6-72c)
2GSG 21Ti(r Gt

z GSR z G (6-72d)

/2hV R\ 
(6-72e)

RR 2ir (n
z RSG k G (6-72f)
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91RR -2TZn ( 6 -7 2g)RSR si + sRI

(2hc
SGSG 2nr kr sG + (6-72h

SG SR z R(6-72i)

/ 2hR:
1SRSR 2t l r tsR)

The current change expression (neglecting the shield transfer admit-

tances assuming a solid shield) becomes

S S SI =-jW C V
(6-73)

YS VS

where C Sis derived from Fig. 18 as

rc S 0 -CGSG 0

S 0 c RSR 0 -CRSR(67)

0 -cR -c (c + c + c )RRSGSR 'SRSR RSR SGSRj
S

Again, the entries in C may be obtained quite easily by writing the node

voltage equations for Fig. 18. The values of the specific entries are

computed as

c GGcSGSR )- SGSR SGSR SRSR

( SGS+sR ) cSRSR-& j = SGSG SGSR]- 67b

cGG 2 (6-74c)
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Fig. 18. A cross section of the line illustrating
the per-unit-length capacitances.
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cRSR r (6-74d)

Zn sR)wR/

The chain parameter matrix of the shielded section of length can
S

similarly be calculated as

+X(tI) (6-75)

where the entries of the 8 x 8 chain parameter matrix *S(;e) are 4 x 4

submatrices. This is expressed as

S (.r OS (;e)

S 11l s -12 s (-6

214 22 (6-76)

and are given by (6-45) where the matrices in (6-45) are now 4 x 4.

The 8 x 8 chain parameter matrix of the pigtail sections (both shields

have pigtail wires attached in this case) may be similarly computed as

) (6-77)

where

- Gx)

V (x)V P W )  V RW (6-78a)

V (x)

VPR W

_ FER(X)
I (x) R (6- 78b)

1PG x

IPR(x)
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The generator and receptor wire voltages and currents VG, VR9 IG 9 IR are
defined in the same fashion as for the shielded section. The voltages VPG

and VPR are the voltages of the pigtail wires of the generator and receptor

shields, respectively, with respect to the ground plane. Similarly, IPGP
and I are the appropriate pigtail wire currents. The entries in 4 (%)

PR - p
are given by

= 11 p -12 p

- p 2 ( j (6-79)

where the entries in the 4 x 4 submatrices are

= (;) COS(8) 1 (6-80a)
11 p p -4

1 - jv sin( -e) LP  
(6-80b)

-(j) :-iv sin(BX) CP  (6-80c)

21 pp

P X)= Cos (B X) 1 (6-80d)

The per-unit-length inductance matrix is defined by

GG GR GPG GPR

kGR zRR zRPG kRPRLP  = 9.(6-81)
L GPG zRPG zPGPG kPGPR

GPR zRPR zPGPR 9PRPR

and

P vv-1

The entries in LP are given by the following with reference to Fig. 19:

zGG -= 'V n I2hG (6-83a)

zGR = 4 n 1+ dGR2 (6-83b)
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Fig. 19. The variable definitions for the pigtail 
sections.
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zGPG Z 4 n +dG 2 ) (6-83c)

Xi n + 4h GhPR
ZGPR -41T (1 P 21

_GR _4- £ + dGR (6-83d)

v /2hR\

RR = r2 R (6-83e)
RR 2 hr rR)

VI / 4h R \
RPG = 4-~Z~n + d ) (6-83f)

fRPR - n + R) (6-83g)

£PGPG~ ( = - rP- 68hRPR 47

iZn I2h PG (6-83h)~P.'PG 271 ' 'PG /

zPGPR = Zn + h h- (6-83i)
PdpGP 4T

PRPR 2 r ' rwPR

The chain parameter matrix for the complete line for the shielded to

shielded configuration in Fig. 3(c) can be obtained in a fashion similar

to the unshielded to shielded case by multiplying these appropriate chain

parameter matrices together. Thus we obtain

F 1 rp -oe~f (0)
*1 P ' = 1~0  64

The terminal conditions are again written as

P P
v(0) - 1 (0) (6-85a)
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VP (t) =ZL P() (6-85b)

where, for both shields grounded at both ends,

= VS
-.S ~S

L (6-86a)

zSG 0 0 0

o ZR 0 0

S = 0 SR (6-86b)

0 0 0 0

LO 0 0 0j
ZLG 0 0 0

0 Z LR 0 0(68c
ZL=ZR (6-86c)

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

Again, the equations to be solved for the terminal currents are given

by (6-62) where the matrices and vectors are now of dimension 4. The desired

voltage across ZSR is given by

Vout Z SR IR(O) (6-87)
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VII. Predictions of the Multiconductor Transmission Line (MTL) Model

In this section, the predictions of the multiconductor transmission line

(MTL) model discussed in the previous section will be compared to the appro-

priate experimental results. These comparisons are shown in Appendix E. The

comparisons for the unshielded to shielded case in Fig. 3(b) are given in Fig.

E-1 through Fig. E-32. The comparisons for the shielded to shielded case in

Fig. 3(c) are given in Fig. E-33 through Fig. E-38.

First consider the results for the unshielded to shielded configuration,

0.5 cm pigtails, 1.5 cm separation (WIDE) and R = 500 shown in Fig. E-1

through Fig. E-4. Note in Fig. E-1 for both ends of the shield grounded, the

MTL model provides prediction accuracies within idB below 114Hz and within ap-

proximately 6dB for higher frequencies. For the other shield grounding con-

figurations shown in Fig. E-2, E-3, E-4, the MTL model provides similar pre-

diction accuracies although these tend to be somewhat better above IMHz than

for the double-end grounded case.

The corresponding results for R = 1kQ are shown in Fig. E-5 through Fig.

E-8. Again we obtain rather remarkable prediction accuracies similar to the

R = 50Q case. The small discrepancy in Fig. E-8 is explained in Appendix G.

The results for R = 500, 8cm pigtails and 1.5cm separation (WIDE) are

given in Fig. E-9 through Fig. E-12. The corresponding results for R =lkQ

are shown in Fig. E-13 through Fig. E-16. The prediction accuracies of the MTL

model for these 8cm pigtail cases are also extremely good, and above iMlHz they

are even better than for the 0.5cm pigtail cases. The slight prediction error

in Fig. E-16 is explained in Appendix G.

We observed that for R = ikQ and the shield grounded at only one end,

there was a considerable difference in crosstalk above approximately 200kHz de-

pending upon which end of the shield was grounded. The low-frequency model,

of course, made no distinction in coupling according to which end of the shield

was grounded since it did not account for these distributed effects prevalant

when the line is not electrically short. Clearly, the MTL model predicts these

distributed affects and predicts them remarkably well.

The above results for the TOUCHING separation are shown in Fig. E-17

through Fig. E-32. For R = 509 and the 0.5 pigtails shown in Fig. E-17 through

Fig. E-20, the prediction accuracies are very similar to the corresponding re-

sults for the WIDE separation. The results for R = kS2 shown in Fig. E-21
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through Fig. E-24 show similar prediction accuracies although the predictions

in the "standing wave region" (> 10 MHz) are somewhat poorer than for the cor-

responding R = 50 cases. Also for the case of the shielded ungrounded shown

in Fig. E-24, the experimental results are above the MTL predictions for low

frequencies by an almost consistent amount of some 6 dB. The reason for this

sudden departure in prediction accuracy of the MTL model is due to our neglec-

ting the wire dielectric insulations in computing the per-unit-length capaci-

tances as is explained in Appendix G. Including the wire dielectric would

result in prediction errors of only approximately 1.5 dB. This is supported

ty the fact that no such prediction errors were uncovered for the R = 50Q

cises (in which case inductive coupling is predominant) or for the WIDE sepa-

rations. (See Fig. E-1 through Fig. E-16. In particular, see Fig. E-8 and

Fig. E-16.)

The results for the 8 cm pigtails, TOUCHING separation and R = 50R are

shown in Fig. E-25 through Fig. E-28. The prediction accuracies of the MTL

model below 10 MHz are again within 1 dB, whereas above 10 MHz in the standing

wave region the prediction accuracies of the MTL model are slightly poorer al-

though they are typically within 6 dB. The corresponding results for R = IkQ

are shown in Fig. E-29 through Fig. E-32. Again for this TOUCHING separation

and R = ikn we observe that the MTL model predicts less coupling than the

experimental results show by an almost consistent amount of some 3-6 dB for

the low frequencies. Again this is due to neglecting the wire insulation in

the calculation of the per-unit-length capacitances as is shown in Appendix G.

Including the wire insulation dielectric will result in modest prediction er-

rors of 1 dB to 2 dB.

In the remaining figures of Appendix E, we will investigate the predic-

tion accuracies of the MTL model for the shielded to shielded configuration of

Fig. 3(c). The results for R = 50Q, TOUCHING separation and 0.5 cm pigtails

are shown in Fig. E-33. Note that below 10 MHz, the MTL model provides rather

remarkable prediction accuracies which are typically within 1.5 dB. Recall

that the predictions of the low-frequency model were typically some 8 dB

above the experimental results when pigtail coupling is dominant (above appro-

ximately 200 kHz in Fig. E-33). This was attributed to the effect of the

pigtail wires. The low-frequency model neglects the

interaction between the pigtail wires and the generator and receptor wires over
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the pigtail sections whereas the MTL model does not. For the unshielded to

shielded case both models provided accurate predictions when pigtail coupling

is dominant. Thus it seems clear that the pigtail wires have a substantial

effect. The corresponding results for

R = ikQ are shown in Fig. E-34 where we observe prediction accuracies similar

to the previous R = 500 case. Note that for R = IkQ in Fig. E-34 for frequen-

cies greater than 20 kHz, the predictions of the MTL model are below the ex-

perimental results by some 6 dB. In this frequency range, pigtail coupling is

dominant (see Fig. C-15) and the prediction errors are a result of neglecting

the wire dielectric as discussed in Appendix G. Inclusion of the dielectric

will result in modest prediction errors of 1 dB to 2 dB.

The results for the 8 cm pigtails are given for R = 50 in Fig. E-35 and

for R = lkQ in Fig. E-36. We again observe prediction accuracies for these

longer pigtails which are similar to the 0.5 cm pigtail cases. The prediction

errors for R = ikQ in Fig. E-36 are, once again, due to neglecting the pigtail

wire dielectric insulation as discussed in Appendix G.

The corresponding results for 8 cm pigtails and the WIDE separation are

shown in Fig. E-37 and Fig. E-38. The predictions for R = 50Q in Fig. E-37

are once again within 2 dB below 10 MHz. When pigtail coupling is dominant

(above approximately 100 kHz) the pigtail wires have

a more substantial effect for this WIDE separation than for the

TOUCHING separation over the unshielded to shielded results. (See Fig. A-23.)

The MTL model however provides quite accurate predictions of this effect. For

R = lkQ shown in Fig. E-38, the MTL model provides very accurate predictions

below 10 MHz. The corresponding predictions for R = 1kQ and the TOUCHING

separations in Fig. E-34 and Fig. E-36 were not as good when pigtail coupling

is dominant. This was attributed to neglecting the insulation dielectric

of the generator and receptor wires in the computation of the per-unit-length

capacitances. The results for the WIDE separation in Fig. E-38 tend to con-

firm this, since we would expect the dielectric to have much less of an effect

for the WIDE separation.

In summary, we have found that the MTL model will provide prediction ac-

curacies within 1 - 3 dB when the line is electrically short and within 6 - 10

dB when the line is electrically long although there are exceptions at iso-

lated frequencies. However, it should be noted that when the line is suf-
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ficiently short, electrically, the simpler low-frequency model provides pre-

diction accuracies which are quite often equivalent to the MTL model. The

advantage in using the low-frequency model is that due to its simplicity,

certain qualitative effects are easily seen as was pointed out in Sections IV and V.

The advantage in using the MTL model is that one needs not be concerned about

determining whether the line is "sufficiently short, electrically" as was re-

quired in the use of the low-frequency model; the distributed effects which

were ignored by the low-frequency model are included in the predictions of the

MTL model. In addition the complicated interactions between all conductors

are taken into account. This turned out to be significant in the shielded to

shielded case for R = 502 where the pigtail wires, had

a substantial effect which was accurately predicted with the MTL model. The

MTL model seems to provide prediction accuracies which are within reasonable

expectations.
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VIII. Effect of Pigtail Loop Area

The pigtail configuration which has been considered up to this point

was chosen to simulate the method of terminating a shield in a connector as

shown in Fig. 2. The shield braid is stripped back and is terminated via

another wire, the pigtail wire, to a connector pin. In connector installa-

tions, this pigtail wire is routed parallel to the shielded wire as shown in

Fig. 2 and simulated in Fig. 3 and our previous experiments.

However, there are cases in which the pigtail wire is not terminated

(for example to structural ground) within a connector. In these cases, the

pigtail wire connecting the shield braid to ground is of some uncontrolled

length and its routing is random (not parallel to the shielded wire as in

previous cases) as is illustrated in Fig. 20.

In this final section, we wish to examine the effect of the random

orientation of the pigtail wire on our previous conclusions which were obtained

f or the controlled, connector-configuration simulation.

Also, in the previous controlled, connector-configuration simulation,

the pigtail wire was routed parallel to the shielded wire, with a physically,

somewhat minimal separation between the pigtail wire and shielded wire of

0.5cm. It should be emphasized that the intent was to simulate typical

routings of these pigtail wires in connector installations. In an actual

connector installation, the shield is stripped back and a pigtail wire is

soldered (or crimped) to the shield. This pigtail wire is then routed to a

connector pin via the shortest route which places the pigtail wire parallel

to and at a typically small distance (such as 0.5cm) away from the associated

shielded wire. It is of interest, however, to examine the effect of placing

the pigtail wire parallel to the shielded wire but at a further distance

from the shielded wire. The second objective of this section is to examine

this effect of increasing the area of the loop formed between the pigtail wire

and the shielded wire.

In this section we will show some limited experimental data which

address these two questions. It should be emphasized that these limited data

are only intended to provide some general conclusions. For example, the case

of random pigtail wires is a totally uncontrolled configuration. Comparing

crosstalk for this configuration to that of some other configuration cannot
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Fig. 20. The random pigtail wire configuration.
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be expected to provide quantitative conclusions; only somewhat general con-

clusions can be obtained (more or less coupling than the controlled, 0.5cm

separation, etc.).

The experimental configuration chosen is the unshielded to shielded case

with 3 cm length pigtail sections. The pigtail wires are configured as the

random pigtail in which the pigtail wires are approximately 30 cm in length

and shown in Fig. 2 1(a) and three controlled configurations in which the pig-

tail wire is parallel to the shielded wire but separated from it by 0.5cm,

1.5cm and 3cm. The 3cm separation is shown in Fig. 21(b).

The results for R = 509, TOUCHING separation and both ends of the

shield grounded via the pigtail wires are shown in Fig. 22(a). Note that for

the controlled configuration, moving the pigtail wire away from the shielded

wire (and thus increasing the loop area between the pigtail wire and the

shielded wire) results in an increase in coupling. If we denote the separa-

tion between the pigtail wire and the shielded wire as W and the length of

the pigtail section as L (L = 3cm in all cases) as shown in Fig. 22(a) then

there are three values of loop area:
Pigtail (I) W 0.5cm, L ffi 3cm Area = 1.5cm2  (8-la)
Pigtail (II) W - 1.5cm, L = 3cm Area = 4.5cm2  (8-1b)

Pigtail (III) W = 3cm, L = 3cm Area = 9cm2  (8-ic)

Note in Fig. 22(a) that above 100 KHz, the coupling is clearly due to the

coupling over the pigtail section. This coupling increases approximately

linearly with loop area. For example, at 1 MHz changing from pigtail (I)

to Pigtail (II) given in (8-1) results in an increase in crosstalk by a

factor of approximately 2 and the area has increased by a factor of 3.

Also increasing the loop area from Pigtail (II) to Pigtail (III), an increase

of a factor of 2, causes an increase in crosstalk by a factor of 1.75 at

1 MHz. Thus it is clear that the coupling to the pigtail section

increases with an increase in loop area. (Actually this conclusion was

evident in our previous results since for a pigtail wire separation of 0.5cm

and pigtail section lengths of 0.5cm, 3cm, 8cm, the loop area also increased!)

For the random pigtail wire configuration, note that in Fig. 22(a),

the crosstalk increases (above 10 Klz) by as much as 20 dB! It should be

noted that in obtaining these deta for the case of random pigtail wires, the
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(a)

Fig. 21. The experimental configuration -

random pigtail wires. (continued)
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(b)
Fig. 21. The experimental configuration-

3cm x 3cm pigtail loop. (continued)
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(c)
f'ig. 21. The experimental configuration-

random pigtail wires.
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results were very sensitive to the position of the pigtail wire. Simply

touching this random pigtail wire and moving it slightly produced very notice-

able changes in crosstalk. For example, at 1 MHz, touching the wire changed

the measured voltage from 10 mV to approximately 32 mV! It is doubtful that

accurate predictions of pigtail coupling for the random pigtail wire case

can be obtained. The data, however, clearly show that termination of shielded

wires with random pigtail wires is undesirable. IF pigtail sections

cannot be avoided, the pigtail wires should be routed parallel to the exposed,

shielded wire and as close as possible to it.

The corresponding results for R = lkU are shown in Fig. 22(b). Note

that for frequencies less than approximately 8 MHz, there is virtually no

difference in crosstalk for any of the pigtail wire configurations. It is

clear from Fig. A-9, that pigtail coupling is dominant above 500 kHz so that

the results of Fig. 22(b) show that coupling over the pigtail sections is

virtually unaffected by the pigtail wire configuration. In other words, it

is clear that this invariance is not a result of the pigtail coupling being

obscured by the coupling over the shielded section. This is a significant

result but is reasonable to expect. Also it should be noted that the results

were very insensitive to slight movements of the random pigtail wire as

opposed to the R = 500 case. For R = 500, we would presume that inductive

coupling is the predominant contributor to the coupling over the pigtail

sections. Thus for R = 500 it makes sense that varying the pigtail loop area

(as defined above) would affect the crosstalk. However for R - ik62, it is

reasonable to expect that capacitive coupling is the predominant contributor

to the coupling over the pigtail sections. For capacitive coupling, moving

the pigtail wires further from the shielded wire should have less effect

on the crosstalk.

Thus we observe that the configuration of the pigtail wires may or may

not affect the crosstalk depending on the load impedances. For low impedance

loads, the pigtail wire configuration had a drastic effect. For high impedance

loads, the pigtail wire configuration had virtually no effect (for an electri-

cally short line).

It is also of interest to observe how the shield grounding configuration

affects these conclusions. The results for the shield grounded at the load

end and ungrounded at the source end and R 500 are shown in Fig. 23(a).
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Interestingly we find, as opposed to the double-end grounded case, that the

crosstalk is independent of the pigtail wire configuration for these low

impedance loads! This is again reasonable since there is no closed (physi-

cally) loop in the single-end ground case to support a current and alter the

inductive coupling. The corresponding result for R = lk is shown in Fig.

23(b). Again, for the single-end grounded case, the pigtail wire configura-

tion has virtually no effect on crosstalk.

The results for the shield grounded at the source end and ungrounded at

the load end are shown for R = 50Q in Fig. 24(a) and for R = k in Fig.

24(b). Note that for R = 500 in Fig. 24(a) we again observe that even for

low impedance loads, the pigtail wire configuration has no effect on crosstalk

for the single-end grounded shield. For R = lkU in Fig. 24(b) we observe

similar conclusions except that the crosstalk is affected by the pigtail wire

configuration as before. (See Fig. 22b.)

Clearly, the configuration of the pigtail wire may have an effect on

crosstalk. For a double-end grounded shield and low impedance loads, there

is a rather drastic dependence on configuration of the pigtail wire. However,

for the common, random pigtail wire orientation, it is doubtful that one

could provide reasonable predictions. The random pigtail wire configuration

seems to be a hopeless case from the standpoint of prediction for low imped-

ance loads and double-end grounded shields.
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IX. Summary and Conclusions

The intent of this report was to investigate coupling (crosstalk) between

braided-shield cables. There were two main items to be addressed. We

intended to show that pigtails on braided-shield cables such as are employed

when these cables are terminated in connectors can result in a significant

degradation in the effectiveness of the shield in the reduction of crosstalk.

We also intended to investigate the modeling and prediction of crosstalk to

or from braided-shield cables.

The effect of pigtails was dramatically illustrated with experimental

results. It was observed that even though the lengths of the pigtail sections

constituted only a very small fraction of the total line length (4%), the

pigtails can result in an increase in crosstalk of as much as 30 dB over

the case where the pigtail lengths are minimized (0.3%). Computed results

support the idea that the degradation in the effectiveness of the shield

comes about due to the following. For a sufficiently small frequency, we

may superimpose the coupling over the pigtail sections and the shielded

section to obtain the total received voltage at each end of the line. The

contributions due to the pigtail sections increase linearly with frequency.

The contribution over the shielded section also increases linearly with fre-

quency up to a frequency where the shield becomes effective. Above this

frequency, the coupling from an unshielded wire to a shielded wire over

the shielded section remains constant with frequency. Thus the pigtail

coupling contribution, although "small" at the lower frequencies, can

become larger than the contribution over the shielded section in the region

where the shield becomes effective. In the case of coupling between two

shielded wires, this effect can be more dramatic since the coupling contri-

bution over the shielded section when the shields become effective decreases

linearly with frequency. This is to be contrasted with the coupling from

an unshielded wire to a shielded wire in which the coupling becomes constant

as the frequency is increased. For the case of two shielded wires, the

pigtail coupling can therefore result in a larger degradation over a wider

frequency range.

Clearly, the pigtails do not totally destroy the effectiveness of the

shield. However, when pigtail coupling is dominant, the shield simply
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serves to provide an "optical coverage" of its interior, shielded wire.

Thus the exposure of the interior, shielded wire is limited to the

pigtail sections. However, if the pigtails were eliminated, an additional

reduction in crosstalk of at least 30 dB may be realized.

From these results, it is clear that a worthwhile objective in the

installation of braided-shield cables within connectors is to eliminate or,

at least, minimize, the lengths of the pigtail sections. Obviously, the

elimination of pigtails in connectors is a difficult problem. However, the

potential benefits in the electromagnetic compatibility of a system may be

considerable.

In addition, several other interesting phenomena were observed. It was

noted that the effectiveness of the shield in reducing crosstalk over the

situation where a shield does not surround the interior wire was dependent

on the shield grounding configuration as well as the value of the termination

impedances of the cable. In the case of "low impedance loads" such as 50 S2,

it was found that the shield had virtually no effect on crosstalk unless it

was grounded at both ends. In the case of "high impedance loads" such as

1 k2, however, a single-end grounded shield did provide considerable reduc-

tion in crosstalk, and the double-end grounded configuration provided even

more reduction in crosstalk.

It was also observed that for frequencies such that the shield braid

impedance is larger than the reactance of the shield-ground plane loop, the

shield effectiveness was the same for all grounding configurations for low

impedance loads and was the same as the single-end grounding configurations

for high impedance loads. In other words, the advantage of grounding both

ends of a shield is not realized unless the frequency is such that the shield-

ground plane reactance is greater than the shield braid self impedance. Thus

the effectiveness of a shield in reducing crosstalk is strongly dependent

on its braid impedance.

The second objective of this report - examine the modeling and predic-

tion of this coupling - led to the development of two models. The low-

frequency model was valid only for a "sufficiently small" frequency. The

upper limit to this frequency range was not unique but depended on the load

Impedances and physical configuration. However, the simplicity of this model
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allowed considerable insight into this coupling phenomenon. For the purposes

of providing this qualitative insight and obtaining approximate predictions,

this model served a useful role.

The multiconductor transmission line (MTL) model required considerably

more computational effort, and the qualitative features of the coupling which

were transparent in the low-frequency model were obscured in the MTL model.

The advantage of the MTL model is its prediction accuracy. With the MTL model,

one need not be concerned about the limitation of the frequency being suffic-

iently small as was required for the low-frequency model. The prediction

accuracies of the MTL model tended to be in the range of I dB - 3 dB when

the line is electrically short and 6 dB - 10 dB when the line is electrically

long.

In addition, certain effects which were of a distributed nature which

were not predictable with the low-frequency model were accurately predicted

with the MTL model. For example, in the case of a single-end grounded shield

and high impedance loads, there was a considerable difference in crosstalk

depending on which end of the shield was grounded. Clearly, this is a dis-

tributed effect not predictable by the low-frequency model. However, the

MTL model predicted this result within a few dB.

The results of this investigation are intended to provide insight into

the coupling to braided-shield cables. The successful application of these

results to the design of interference suppression in system wire harnesses

depends on the particular situation. The majority of present wire bundles

may be classified as random bundles. In these types of wire bundles, the

relative wire positions are unknown and uncontrolled. However, in order to

provide accurate predictions of crosstalk within these bundles with, for

example, the MTL model, one must not only know the relative wire positions

but, in addition, these wire positions must be controlled. Also the height

of this bundle above some identifiable ground plane must be constant (which

usually is not the case in an actual system). Thus, for random bundles,

the prediction models in this report are only useful in providing estimates

of the effectiveness of shielded cables in reducing crosstalk. Nevertheless,

the qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of braided-shield cables in

the reduction of crosstalk should be obtainable with these models.
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Fig. Configuration _ Separation Grounding Pigtails Page

A-1 US 50SI Touching SS 0.5,3,8 114

A-2 " " " SO " 115

A-3 it " " " 116

A-4 f" " 00 117

A-5 "i Wide SS 118

A-6 " SO " 119

A-7 " " OS " 120

A-8 00 " 121

A-9 " lk2 Touching SS " 122

A-0 " SO 123

A-Il " " OS " 124

A-12 " 00 " 125

A-13 " " Wide SS 126

A-14 " SO " 127

A-15 " OS 128

A-16 " 129

A-17 SS 509 Touching SS 0.5,8 130

A-18 " 1kQ " SS " 131

A-19 UUUSSS 500 " " 0.5 132

A-20 " " " 8 133

A-21 " lkR " " 0.5 134

A-22 " " 8 135

-23 500 Wide 8 136

A-24 " 1kQ " ' 137

UU - unshielded to unshielded

US - unshielded to shielded

SS shielded to shielded

0 - open (shield ungrounded)

S - short (shield grounded)

First letter denotes source end of line and second letter

denotes load end of line. For example, SO denotes that

the shield is grounded at the source end and ungrounded at

the load end.
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Fig. Configuration Q Separation Grounding Pigtails ?ae

B-I BS, SU 50SI Wide SS 0.5 140

B-2 " i " OS o 141

B-3 SO It 142

B-4 00 " 143

B-5 SS 8 144

B-6 OS 145

B-7 SO 146

B-8 00 147

B-9 "k" SS 0.5 148

B-10 " " OS " 149

B-li of SO " 150

B-12 00 151

B-13 " " " S 8 152
B-14 0 S "153

B-15 """so" 154

B-16 00 O 155

US - unshielded to shielded

SU - shielded to unshielded

0 - open (shield ungrounded)

S - short (shield grounded)

First letter denotes source end of line

and second letter denotes load end of

line. For example, SO denotes that the

shield is grounded at the source end

and ungrounded at the load end.
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Fig. Configuration _ Separation Grounding Pigtails Page
C-1 UU 500 Touching 158
C-2 1kQ? 159
C-3 50Q Wide 160
C-4 " 1kI 161
C-5 US 50Q Touching SS 0.5 162
C-6 " i t o 8 163
C-7 If Wide " 0.5 164
C-8 " " i " 8 165
C-9 " ikQ Touching " 0.5 166
C- O t' .. it 8 167
C-11 to Wide SS 0.5 168
C-12 

8 169
C-13 SS 50Q Touching 0.5 170

C-14 " " 8 171
C-15 1 1kQ " 0.5 172
C-16 

8 173
C-17 50Q Wide 174
C-18 1k" 175

UU = unshielded to unshielded

US = unshielded to shielded

SS = shielded to shielded

0 = open (shield ungrounded)

S = short (shield grounded)
First letter denotes source end of line

and second letter denotes load end of

line. For example, SO denotes that the

shield is grounded at the source end

and ungrounded at the load end.

NOTE: The solid lines on the following figures represent the various com-
ponents (capacitive or inductive) of the low-frequency prediction model.
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Fig. Configuration _ Separation Crounding Pigtails Page

D-1 US 50,2 Touching SSOSSO,OO 0.5 178

D-2 3.0 179

D-3 8.0 180

D-4 " Wide 0.5 181

D-5 3.0 182

D-6 8.0 183

D-7 lk Touching 0.5 184

D-8 " " " 3.0 185

D-9 " 8.0 186

D-10 Wide " 0.5 187

D-11 if 3.0 188

D-12 8.0 189

D-13 SU 50 Wide 0.5 190

D-14 8.0 191

D-15 lkQ 0.5 192

D-16 8.0 193

US = unshielded to shielded

SU = shielded to unshielded

0 = open (shield ungrounded)

S = short (shield grounded)

First letter denotes source end of line

and second letter denotes load end of line.

For example, SO denotes that the shield is

grounded at the source end and ungrounded

at the load end.
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Fig. Configuration Q Separation Grounding Pigtails Page

E-1 US 50a Wide SS 0.5 197

E-2 SO 198

E-3 it Os 199

E-4 " 00 200

E-5 " lkQ SS 201

E-6 it SO " 202

E-7 it Os 203

E-8 00 " 204

E-9 50 SS 8.0 205

E-10 " to SO " 206

E-11 " " " Os " 207

E-12 o o t OO " 208

E-13 iks w SS " 209

E-14 " " SO " 210

E-15 " " OS " 211

E-16 " " "00 It 212

E-17 " 500 Touching SS 0.5 213

E-18 " " " so " 214

E-19 o " " OS o 215

E-20 " " 00 of 216

E-21 1ku o SS i 217

E-22 so 218

E-23 OS " 219

E-24 00 220

E-25 50s SS 8.0 221

E-26 so i f" 222

E-27 " to Os " 223

E-28 " of It 00 224

E-29 " lk Ss 225

E-30 " " SO " 226

E-31 " " OS " 227

E-32 " 00 228

E-33 SS 50n sS 0.5 229
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Fig. Configuration a Separation Grounding Pigtails Pate

E-34 SS lkQ Touching SS 0,5 230

E-35 " 50Q" 8.0 231

E-36 lkQ 1" 232

E-37 500 Wide o 233

E-38 IkQ " of 234

US = unshielded to shielded

SS = shielded to shielded

0 = open (shield ungrounded)

S - short (shield grounded)

First letter denotes source end of line

and second letter denotes load end of line.

For example, SO denotes that the shield is

grounded at the source end and ungrounded

at the load end.
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The purpose of this appendix is to show that the capacitive cross-

sectional equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 13(a) is correct. Consider

Fig. F-l(a) in which we have shown the per-unit-length mutual and self capacitances

for the unshielded to shielded configuration. We wish to show that for solid

shields, the per-unit-length capacitive elements shown with dashed lines,

cGR and c RR must be zero. We may write the following linear relationships

between the per-unit-length conductor charges, q., qR' qs and the conductor

voltages with respect to ground, VG, V S [7]:

qG f cGGVG + cGR(VG - VR) + cGS(VG - VS) (F-la)

q C GR(VR - VG) + CRVR + cRS(VR - VS) (F-lb)

q cs(V- V) + c (V -V) + cV (F-c)
S GS S G RS S R ~S (Flc

We wish to show that

CGR -cRR 0 (F-2)

Reciprocity can be used to show that mutual elements are the same, i.e.,

CGR - CRG, cGS = SG' cRS - cSR [7].

First consider equation (F-lb). If we set q = 0, this equation becomes

0 cGR(VR - VG) + cRRVR + cRS(VR - VS) (F-3)

However, if qR 0 O, then, according to Gauss' law, there can be no field

within the shielded region so that V R V . Substituting this into (F-3)

we obtain

0 = cGR(VR -VG) + cRRVR (F-4)

or

= cGR +C (F-5)
G CVGR R

Substituting (F-5) into (F-lb) we obtain

c C -C (2R +cR VR + CRRVR (F-lb)
R GRVR GR CGR R

+ CRSVR - RSsVs
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or

qR= CRSVR - CRSVS (F-lb)

This implies that CGR = CRR = 0 as was to be proven.

An alternate proof can be obtained in the following manner. From

equation (F-lb) we may obtain

CRR = (F-6)

V =V
R G

V R=V

This configuration for determining cRR is shown in Fig. F-l(b) where short

circuits are used to impose the conditions VR = VG = V S. Clearly qR = 0

for if qR were not zero then a field would exist within the shielded region

(by Gauss' law) and VR 0 VG.

Also from equation (F-lb) we obtain
q R

cGR = (F-7)
R (VR -

*VR =0

V = V
VR VS

This configuration is also shown in Fig. F-l(c) where short circuits are used

to impose the conditions VR = VS = 0. Equation (F-7) requires

cGR = - (F-8)

VR=V =0
VR =VS=0

Again qR must be zero otherwise VS would not equal VR.

Thus we have shown that, electrostatically, cGR = CRR = 0 for the unshielded

to shielded (or shielded to unshieldeo case and solid shields. This is a

fairly obvious result. Similar conclusions can be obtained for the shielded

to shielded case for solid shields.
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We found that the predictions of both the simple low-frequency model and

the more complex multiconductor transmission line (MTL) model were quite good

for "low impedance" loads, i.e., R = 50 For an electrically short line these

models provided predictions within 1 dB - 3 dB. On the other hand, for "high

impedance" loads, R = IkQ, the coupling predictions of both models were often

less than the actual coupling when pigtail coupling was dominant for the

TOUCHING separation. (See Figures C-2, C-10, C-15, C-16.) For R = 1kR2 and the

WIDE separation, the coupling predictions seemed to be fairly accurate with

predictions errors of typically only approximately 1 dB less than the actual

coupling. (For example, see Fig. C-12.) The purpose of this appendix is to

demonstrate that this is due to the fact that the presence of the wire dielec-

tric insulation was ignored in computing the mutual capacitance, cGR, which was

used in the low-frequency model and MTL model.

First let us reconsider the low-frequency model for the unshielded to

unshielded case shown in Fig. 3(a). The received voltage, Vout, across the

load impedance, ZSR, at the source end of the receptor circuit is, for a suf-

ficiently small frequency, the sum of capacitive and inductive coupling contri-

butions. These are given by (4-1):

IND = SR (G-i5
V =w GIi
out Z SR + ZLR

VCAP ZSR ZLR (JWC (G-Ib)
out ZSR + ZLR ORG

where VG and IG are the voltage and current, respectively, of the generator line

circuit and are given by LG

VG Z + z Vs  (G-2a)ZSG ZLG

VI= (G-2b)
G Z SG ZLG

The total voltage is approximately

tFor the shielded to shielded case the predictions of the low-frequency model

were somewhat poorer than the MTL model which was apparently due to neglecting

the pigtail wires of the generator circuit.
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VIN D +VCAP (G-3)V out Vout +Vout(G3

Note that errors in computing the per-unit-length mutual inductance, i GR' and

mutual capacitance, CGR, will be directly reflected in the appropriate coupling

contribution. For example, if cGR is in error by 6dB so is V CAP . If V CAP >>IN R N out CPout

vINDout then Vou t will be in error by the error in c If VINDout >> V CAP o u t ' then

errors in computing cGR are of no consequence in the Vou t total prediction.

For shielded wires, the form of the pigtail coupling contribution is iden-

tical to (G-1) except that t in (G-1) is replaced for the shielded case by the

pigtail length, 2.f. Thus when coupling over the pigtail section dominates the
p

coupling over the shielded section, errors in computing cGR for the pigtail

sections may incur errors. If the capacitive coupling portion of this pigtail

coupling dominates the inductive coupling component and pigtail coupling is

dominant, errorr* in computing cGR will result in errors in the total predic-

tion of the model. If inductive coupling dominates capacitive coupling over

this pigtail section and pigtail coupling is dominant, errors in cGR will re-

sult in virtually no errors in the total prediction model.

The per-unit-length mutual inductance, kGR' and mutual capacitance, cGR,

were computed in (4-3) and (4-8) by (1) assuming that the conductors are

separated sufficiently so that the current and charge distribution around the

cross-sectional periphery of each conductor are essentially constant around the

periphery, and (2) neglecting the dielectric insulation of the wires. Assump-

tion (1) is reasonably accurate for a ratio of wire separation to wire radius

of 5 [7, 30, 31]. For the TOUCHING separation this ratio is approxi-

mately 4. However assumption (2), neglecting the wire insulation dielectric,

will lead to CGR, and the resulting capacitive coupling prediction being in

error (underprediction) by about 5dB - 6dB for the TOUCHING separation and only

about 1.5dB for the WIDE separation. Clearly the dielectric insulation does

not affect the per-unit-length mutual inductance, tGR' so that if the inductive

coupling predominates (R = 500), errors in CGR resulting from neglecting the

dielectric insulation have virtually no effect on the total coupling. However

if capacitive coupling is predominant as is the case for R - kR, then neglec-

ting the dielectric insulation will result in the total coupling prediction

being less than it should be by about 6dB for the TOUCHING separation and
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about 1.5 dB for the WIDE separation.

To support the above assertions that neglecting the wire dielectric in-

sulation provides errors in c GR of 5dB - 6dB for the TOUCHING separation and

only 1.5dB for the WIDE separation we provide the following evidence. The

case of two identical ,dielectric insulated wires (without a ground plane) was

investigated in [30,31]. (See also reference [7], Chapter V for a comprehen-

sive discussion of this problem.) The mutual capacitance, cm, for this

seemingly simple case of two cylindrical conductors with cylindrical dielectric

insulation cannot be computed in closed form, and a numerical approximation

technique, the method of moments, was used to obtain cm and include the effect

of the insulation [7, 30, 31]. The dielectric insulation was assumed to have

a relative permittivity of e r = 3.0 and the insulation thickness and wirer

radius were equal. This case roughly corresponds to the cases in this report

in which the dielectric insulations had c r 2.1 (Teflon) to e r 3.5 (PVC)r r

and the insulations were approximately equal to the wire radii. Although a

ground plane is present in this report, the height of the two wires above the
5

ground plane (1.5cm - 2 inch) seems to be sufficiently large (for the TOUCHING
8

separations) for the ground plane to have a minor effect. For the case inves-

tigated in [30,31] it was found that the dielectric insulation for the wires

touching caused the mutual capacitance, c , to increase a factor of 1.96 or

5.85dB. See page E-1 of reference [30]. Thus it is reasonable to assume a

corresponding error for the similar cases in this report.

To provide further evidence, an approximation for the mutual capacitance

between two identical, dielectric insulated wires both at the same height above

a ground plane was developed in [7]. (See [7], Chapter V, pp. 112-122.) The

result is

2 B2 (G-4)
A - B

where

1=& {n 2h)+ (r w+ t) r+ (r +t +A - { + n r -- +
I h2r w (

(G-5)
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where e is the relative permittivity of the dielectrics, h is the height ofr
the wires above ground, r is the wire radii, and t is the thickness of the

w
insulations. This can be further approximated by

A fk{n +2h + Xn }(G-6)
r7E rw

2 ~ )r+t 2

when 4h >> (.r - Mrw + t ) 2 " Also

B = { I In h 2- + tn (w + t .... +0 (G7

r r;h 2

where d is the wire separation. For the unshielded to unshielded case

(touching separation) the wires were #22 gauge, Teflon insulated so that

d = .23 cm

h = 1.5 cm

r = 25.3 milsw

t & 20 mils

c & 2.1r

and we compute

cGR = 29.63 pF/m

With the dielectric removed (and d = .23 cm maintained) we compute

CGR 17.5 pF/m

The ratio of cGR with the dielectric to cGR without the dielectric is 1.7 or

4.6dB. For a separation of d - 1.5 cm, we find that this ratio is only 1.2

or 1.6dB: a modest and negligible effect. Thus the capacitive coupling pre-

dictions for TOUCHING separation should be increased by a factor of at least

1.7 or 4.6dB.

The unshielded to unshielded cases for R = 50SI and TOUCHING separation

in Fig. C-I and R - Ik l in Fig. C-2 are replotted in Fig. G-1 and Fig. G-2,

respectively, where the capacitive coupling is increased by 4.6dB. Note that

for R - 50 in Fig. G-1, since inductive coupling was predominant, the increase

in capacitive coupling due to the dielectric has virtually no effect and the

predictions were quite good in the first place. For R - Ikl in Fig. G-2, the

capacitive coupling was predominant and in error by about 6dB. Increasing the

capacitive coupling by 4.6dB to account for the dielectric yields a total pre-
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diction error of only about 1.5 dB which is quite reasonable. The correspon-

ding results for the WIDE separation are shown in Fig. C-3 and Fig. C-4.

Note that for R 1kQ in Fig. C-4, the predictions are quite good even though

the insulation dielectric is not included in cGR which tends to confirm these

observations.

The results in (G-4) through (G-7) which indicated an increase in cGR due

to the dielectric on the order of a factor of 1.7 for the TOUCHING separation

include the dielectric but essentially assume the wires are separated suffi-

ciently so that the charge distribution around the conductor-dielectric and

dielectric-free space peripheries are constant. Clearly for the TOUCHING case

this is not satisified so that the increase of 1.7 is a lower bound. We would

probably expect that results of two wires without the ground plane (Er = 3.0,

r. = t, touching) [30], which showed an increase of a factor of 1.96, to be

an upper bound. Therefore it is clear that if one takes the effort to compute

cGR accurately and in the presence of the dielectric insulations, then pre-

diction errors for R =kR would be quite similar to those for R = 50a: ty-

pically within 1 dB to 3 dB.

All other predictions, unshielded to shielded as well as shielded to

shielded, for R = 1kQ should also be increased by approximately 5 dB to 6 dB

for the TOUCHING cases for frequencies where the pigtail coupling is predomi-

nant. For R - 50, essentially no change in the predictions due to the dielec-

tric need be included.

One final point should be noted. There are a few cases in which the pre-

dictions of the both models are consistently below the actual results for all

frequencies. All of these occur for R gkg. See Fig. E-8, E-16, E-24, E-29,

E-30, E-31, E-32, E-36 and E-38. For R 1kn the pigtail coupling is clearly

capacitive. In some of these situations the coupling over the pigtail sec-

tions and the coupling over the shielded section are on the same order (see

Fig. C-10 and C-12) for the lower frequencies so that the error in computing

cGR due to the presence of dielectric insulation clearly explains this wide-

spread, consistent prediction error. On the other hand, for the shield un-

grounded (see Fig. E-24 and E-32) the coupling levels are some 20 dB above

those for the shield double-end grounded or single-end grounded. For example,

compare Fig. E-29, E-30, E-31 and E-32 in which R - IkQ, pigtail length is

8 cm and separation is TOUCHING. Clearly then if the pigtail coupling was not
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dominant at these lower frequencies for at least one end of the shield grounded

it is not dominant for the shield ungrounded since the coupling levels are

higher by 20 dB. This prediction error is explainable by the observation that

for the shield ungrounded, the coupling is essentially unaffected by the

shield (it may be removed). In this case we essentially have two unshielded

wires, and the shield, not being grounded at at least one end, does not serve

to reduce the capacitive coupling over the shielded section to essentially

zero. Therefore, even though pigtail coupling is not dominant at the lower

frequencies, the dielectric insulation of the shielded wire over the shielded

section has an effect similar to that occuring over the pigtail sections.

In the experimental and computed results, it was noted that an ungrounded

shield had virtually no effect on the crosstalk; that is, the crosstalk for

the unshielded to unshielded case and the unshielded to shielded case with the

shield not grounded at either end differed by less than 1.5 dB when the line

was electrically short. For low impedance loads, R = 50Q, it is clear that

this should be the case since inductive coupling predominates in the unshielded

to unshielded case, and an ungrounded shield does not affect this. However,

for high impedance loads, R -k, capacitive coupling dominates in the

unshielded to unshielded case and it is not clear than an ungrounded shield

has virtually no effect. In this final section, we wish to illustrate why this

occurs.

The equivalent circuit for the per-unit-length capacitances for the un-

shielded to shielded configuration with the shield ungrounded is shown in Fig.

G-3(a). We can obtain the effective mutual capacitance between the generator

and receptor wires, Cm, by using a Y-A transformation as shown in Fig. G-3(a).

(See reference (22] pp. 249-252.) The Y consists of cGS' cSS, cRS where cGS'

CSS, cRS are the per-unit-length capacitances between the generator wire and

the shield, between the shield and the ground plane and between the shield and

the receptor wire, respectively. We are interested in eliminating the shield

node labeled as@and obtaining cm. The Y-A transformation yields

cGS cRS

cM C (G-8)
RS GS ss

For the touching separation we obtain
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S27rC E

cRS = Xn(r /rw) (G-9)
s wR

= 114.64 pF/m

and

GGS
Cs = ~ 'T(-0

- 21.1 pF/m

2 GG 
(G-11)CSS v Uvv TL7- cGS (-f

= 12.27 pF/m

where

IL= IGGSS 2  (G-12)

as explained in Section IV. (See equations (4-3) - (4-8).) Thus the effec-

tive mutual capacitance between the generator and receptor wires for the un-

shielded to shielded case with the shield ungrounded is obtained from (G-8)

as

cm = 16.34 pF/m (G-13)

For the unshielded to unshielded case and the touching separation shown in

Fig. G-3(b), the mutual capacitance between the generator and receptor wires

is computed to be

CGR = v GR (G-14)

- 10.23 pF/m

where

IL= - I y - 2 (G-15)= GRRR GR

The ratio of these two mutual capacitances is
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c

20 log10 ( = 20 log (1.6) (G-16)
10CGR 10

= 4.07 dB

which indicates a minor effect of the ungrounded shield. The insulation di-

electric as well as the close proximity of the wires were neglected in com-

puting the above capacitances. Thus the ratio in (G-16) is approximate and

subject to the remarks at the beginning of this appendix.

Note in (G-8) that cRS >> CGS and cRS >> cSS so that cm becomes approxi-

mately

cm CS (G-17)

Thus the effective mutual capacitance between the generator wire and the recep-

tor wire in the unshielded to shielded case with the shield ungrounded is ap-

proximately the capacitance between the generator wire and the shield (a

"fatter" wire than the receptor wire).
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